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THlU STRUCTURlU

IT was in May, 1846, 80 Noyes tells US,lll that" entire
communism" was put into practice, and the association
which had enjoyed hitherto only a progressively increasing
community in goods, entered upon the enjoyment also of
a community of women, and 80 became really "a common
family." From this time every man in the associationit consisted then of from thirty to forty members, but was
destined to grow to over three hundred 112 -looked on
every woman in it as his wife, and every woman looked
on every man as her husband. When he wished to set this
arrangement over against the "legality" of the exclusive
" marriage of the world," which he affirmed to be abrogated
in the Kingdom of God, Noyes called it" free love." When
he wished, on the other hand, to defend it against the
charge of "licentiousness," he called it "pantogamy," and
insisted that it was as true a marriage as the "exclusive
marriage of the world" itself, - only" complex marriage"
instead of selfish individual marriage. The enormity of
the arrangement will perhaps be best apprehended when
we remind ourselves that the community was intended to
include, and did, in point of fact, from the beginning in·
clude, men and women united to one another by the ties
of the closest kinship. A hisoorian of the community, hav·
ing in mind apparently only the law of promiscuity which
reigned in it, cries out in shocked amazement that men of
apparently reputable standing could be found, as they
were found, to take their wives and daughters with them
into such an arrangement. We do not touch the bottom
of this degradation, however, until we recall that under
this engagement 'the father at once himself became the hus·
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band of his daughters and his daughters the wives of their
father. Children growing up in the community werethough they might be brother and sister - the prospective
husbands and wives of one another, as well as of their own
parents. Noyes himself took into the community with him
from its first formatiou at Putney, not only his brother,
who at once became therefore sharer with him in all his
marital relations, but two sisters, who became at once
therefore the wives of both himself and his brother.ll8 We
do not afHrm that marital rights were ever actually exercised iu such cases. Of that we know and can know nothing. Respect for humanity leads us fu suppose it incredible that it could have been brought to that pass. But it
is of the utmost importance that we should fully realize
that this is what Noyes's pantogamy meant; that this pantogamy formed the very foundation stone of his whole Rystem and was put fully into practice; that he was constant
in proclaiming it and strict in enforcing it; and that he
encouraged its free practice by teaching along with it that
the sexual act was of no more significance than any other
token of universal affection.
Noyes is insistent in pointing out that the freedom of
intercourse inaugurated in his community was not absolutely unlimited in practice, and he appears to fancy that
it may on this account escape the Rtigma of licentiousness
and even perhaps of promiscuity. The limitations were,
however, entirely of a prudential character, and had as
one of their main purposes precisely to secure and maintain the practice of promiscnity. It is just here that the
contrariety between his practice aud Fourier's fancies,
which he much - and rightly - urged in other relations,116
comes most distinctly to view. Both insisted on promiscuity in the sexual relation. But with Fourier this promiscuity was a means to an end - the complete indulgence
of passion; he sought, 8Jl Ralph Waldo Emerson puts it,m
"the greatest amount of kissing that the human ('onstihltion admitted." With Noyes, on the other hand, it was
not the amount of the kissing which 'Was the main concern,
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but its distribution; it was precisely promiscuity which
was his end; and to secure that end everything else had
to give way. For example, Fourier 116 expected the young
people to pair among themselves, of course purely spontaneously - if inclination led elsewhere, inclination naturally was to have its way; and he expected these young
pairs to remain faithful to one another at least during the
ardor of their first· love - of course, again, only because
natural inclination would so determine it. ~oyes apparently did not doubt that Fourier was right in supposing
that this would be the natural course of thin~. But there
was nothing which he more sternly repressed than any
tendency among young or old to monopolize one another,
as he would say. When any such tendency manifested itself, he required each of tho8e concerned to pair with some
one el.se. We learn that much sutl'ering was caused by the
enforcement of this measure: 117 it had no other end than
the maintenance of promiscuity. It was his policy, also,
to repress ,all direct courtship.l18 ,Pairing was arranged
through the intermediation of third parties, regularly the
older female members of the community ltD being called
upon to perform this service. And it was a principle with
Noyes to prevent ordinarily the pairing of the young with
the young. Fourier suggests that it might happen now
and then that a youth would take a fancy to, and obtain
the favor of, a lady of mature age: ;indeed, as A. J. Booth
tells us,l20 he has recorded a thrilling incident "to illustrate how a youth, in all the ardor of virgin passion, may
be irresistibly attracted by the personal charms of a lady
more than one hundred years old." Noyes, on principle,
required the young of both sexes to pair with the old, and
discouraged the pairing of the young ,with the young. l21
Thus, at least on paper, the sexual relations were in Noyes's
scheme governed strictly by' a principle: there was no
spontaneity about it; promiscuity in these relations was
required and secured. 122 The ultimate end, of course, was
the safety of the community, which woul<l be endangered
by the formation of "monopolizing" attachments. The
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end of the safety of the community determined another of
Noyes's regulations - the universal practice, through the
community, of his method of birth control.128 The care and
expense of children would be a burden to the community,
which would form a menace to its stability. Afterwards,
when the community had passed through its tentative stage,
the breeding of children - we use this phraseology advisedly - was undertaken on the most scientific principles.
Not all the members of the community were permitted to
produce children: certain ones were selected for breediug
purposes, and paired with cloee attention to their mutual
chal'acteristics. Noyes calls this" Stirpiculture," and wrote
a pamphlet m in the early seventies to explain its importance and the modes of its application. "Previous to
. about two years and a half ago," he says in this pamphlet,
"we refrained from the usual rate of child Pearing, for
several reasons, financial and otherwise. Since that time
we have made an attempt to produce the usual number of
offspring :to which people in the middle classes are able to
afford judicious moral and spiritual care, with the advantage of a liberal education. In this attempt, twenty-four
men and twenty women have been engaged, selected from
among those who have most thoroughly practiced our s0cial theory."
In one matter at least, connected with the restrictions
placed on themselves by his followers in the practice of
promiscuity, Noyes is far from candid. He wishes to
obtain credit for them for confining their practice within
the bounds of the community, and 00 this ground he
invites us to look upon the compact which bound the
community together as a true marriage - a "complex
marriage," no doubt, but none the less a marriage/II
and the community so bound together as a true family.
"Our communities," he sayS/II " are families, as distinctly
bounded and separated from promiscuous society as ordinary households." The bounding and separating of these
communities from promiscuoul'l society differed from the
bounding and separating of families from that society,
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however, in being merely de facto, and, according to Noyes's
most fervent preaching, temporary, affording only samples
of what was soon to become universal and preparing the
way to it. The promiscuity practiced in these communities was therefore in principle universal, and was expected
soon to become in fact universal. It is therefore thoroughly disingenuous to point to its momentary confinement
to the communities lUi ,if that were of its essence, and on
that ground to cloak the unbridlecJ lasciviousness of this
doctrine under such names as complex marriage and complex families. In point of fact, the fundamental doctrine
which Noyes taught in this relation was pure, unbounded
promiscuity; and all adaptations of this doctrine to community life were afterthoughts and were conceived by him
as temporary expedients. What he discovered in the spring
of 1834 was that in the kingdom of heaven there is no marriage or giving in marriage whatever. What he declared
in 1845 127 was that "the abolishment of worldly restrictions to sexual intercourse is involved in· the anti-legality
of the gospel," because such restrictions are " incompatible
with the state of perfect freedom toward which Paul's gospel of 'grace without law' leads." What he still teaches
in 1870 118 is that, as there is "no intrinsic difference between property in persons and property in things," the
community of goods inaugurated after Pentecost carries
with it community of women. "The same spirit which
abolished exclusiveness in regard to money," he says,
"would abolish, if circumstances allowed full scope to it,
exclusiveness in regard to women and children. Paul expressly places property in women and property in goods
in the same category, and speaks of them together as ready
to be ~bolished by the advent of the Kingdom of Heaven."
The restriction of this promiscuity to the community was
to Noyes an evil, all evil to be overcome, and to the overcoming of which he looked forward with fervent hope. And
it was not the restridion of its practice within the communities which made these communities attractive to him,
but the practice of it ,there. He arraigns" the law of mar-
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riage" because, as he sayS/It "it gives to sexual appetite
only a scanty and monotonous allowance, and so produces
the natural vices of poverty, contraction of taste, and
stinginess or jealousy." He praises 180 "a community
home in which each is married to all, and where love is
honored and cultivated," precisely because it "will be as
much more attractive than an ordinary home, as the community out-numbers a pair," - which, put brutally, is just
to say that the sexual satisfaction increases with numbers.1B 1 Fourier himl'\,elf, to whom confessedly the free
gratification of passion was everything, could not have
expressed his own principle with more frankness.lU
Although this iniquity was put into practice in 18!6~
there seems to have been at first something tentative and
veiled in the practice of it. Noyes's own expression is that
it was begun "cautiously." 138 Even when done in a corner, however, such a thing is not easy to hide. And it became increasingly evident, as time went on, that the people
ot Putney were, in a general way, aware of what was being
done and were quite disinclined to permit it to be done
among them. As the antagonism rose, Noyes and his followers braced themselves to meet it. The line taken was
the bold one of asserti~g for themselves immediate divine
guidance and sanction. They apparently hoped thus to
overcome opposition by the dread authority of Deity itself:
and they sank to the mountebank device of invoking pretended miracles in support of their assertion. The crisis
drew on in the midsummer of 1847. On the evening of the
first ~f June, we are told by one of their number,lB. their
leader startled his assembled disciples with the question:
"Is not now the time for us to commence the testimony
that the Kingdom of God has come - to proclaim boldly
that God in His character of Deliverer, Law-giver and
Judge has come to this town and in this Association?"
The significance of this question was twofold. What had
been done more or less in secret was now to be proclaimed
on the housetop, and the coming of the Kingdom of God
was to be asserted because, in Noyes's teaching, it was only
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in the Kingdom of God that such things were sanctioned
- " woe unto him," he had cried in the Battle Axe Letter,
"who abolishes the law of the apostacy before he stands
in the holiness of the resurrection." The answ(>r returned
by his followers to his question was a unanimous affirmation. "It was seen that a new and further confession of
truth was necessary; that it was the next thing before them
in the course of progress to which they had ·been called. It
was unanimously adopted, therefore, as the confession and
testimony of the believers assembled, that the Kingdom of
heaven had come." This, however, was mere assertion; and
the only proof of the assertion was that those who made
it were living in sexual promiscuity, - which was to them
an evident concomitant of the entrance into the world of
the new divine order, but which could scarcely be countetl
upon to impress the outside world in the same way. Hence
the appeal to miracles.
The star case was the healing of Harriet A. Hall, a
chronic invalid, by the combined ministrations of Noyes
and Mary Cragin on June 22. The miracles, it will be
noted, did not tarry when they were needed. The patient,
says Noyes, In "was completely bedridden, and almost
blind, lying in nearly total darkness." "From this state,"
he declares, "she was raised instantly, by the laying on
of hands, and by the word of command, into strength which
enabled .her to walk, to face the sun, and ride miles without inconvenience, and with excessive pleasure." " The
cure of Mrs. Harriet A. Hall," he asserts, "is as unimpeachable as any of the miracles of the primitive church."
On the contrary. it is as obvious a sham as any of the
thousands and thousands of sham miracles which disgrace
the annals of the church, and not of the church only but
of every popular religious movement throughout the world
- differing only from other sham miracles in bearing on
its brow the brand of fraud, as many of them do not. The
part iRken by Mary Cragin 188 in this miracle - and others
- is so barefacedly that of a play-actor, that one wonders
that so shrewd a man as Noyes pennitted the details to
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be made public. Other miracles followed in rapid ImcCe&sion ; lIT and not content even with these, others still, alleged to have been wrought previously, were now brought
forward and made public. 18S But it was all in vain. The
people were obdurate; and, having refused. to believe Noyes
and his followers, would not believe though many rose
from their beds. Vigorous action was begun to rid the
town of the scandal. Indignation meetings were held. The
courts were set in motion; civil suits for damages were
brought; the Grand Jury found a true bill and in the
indictment thus made Noyes was arraigned on specific
charges of adultery and held for trial on heavy bail The
result was, happily, the destruction of the obnoxious community at Putney. The suspension of the publication of
the community's journal- The Spiritual Magazine - was
compelled. m Immunity in the courts was bought only at
heavy cost; the civil suits were satisfied. by money payments out of court; uo before the criminal case came on,
Noyes broke bail and lIed beyond the jurisdiction of the
court.1U The community itself began to scatter and in a
year or 80 it was gone.1t2
It was not at all within the plans of the leaders of the
Community, however, because they had been driven out of
Putney, to pass out of existence. In the height of the
storm at Putney, Noyes was busily preparing for the future. Not ·content with ~alling heaven to bear witness to
him in manifest miracles, he was as diligtmtly engaged
during this fateful midsummer of 1847 in strengthening
his interests among the children of men. He turned in
his need to those" New York PerfectioniRts" from whom
he had decisively separated. himself, and whose ways he
had never wearied of declaring not his ways. Nor did he
turn in vain. He was treated by them with marked. deference from the outset; and in the end he obtained from
them the means for redintegrating his enterprise under better stars than ever. Already on July 3d we find him drawing up in an elaborate document "th~ testimony of the
parties concerned" in his star miracle, "at the request
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and in presence of" the notorious John B. Foot, "for his
priva~ use" - from which it seems that Foot was at the
time in Putney. us And in the issue of The Spiritual Mag~ine for July 15, announcement was made of the holding
of two Conventions of perfectionists in Central New York,
in the approaching September, "called," says Hinds/ u
"for promoting unity and coOperation between the New
York and Putney believers." These Conventions were
called by John B. Foot and John Corwin, and met, the
earlier at Lairdsville, Oneida County, New York, on September 3, under the presidency Qf Jonathan Burt, and the
latter at Genoa, Cayuga County, under the presidency of
Foot. Noyes made them the occasion of a five weeks' tour
of electioneering character through the region and, of
course, was present at both Conventions as the official representative of one of the parties whose coOperation it was
their avowed purpose to promote. As a result a series of
resolutions, drafted by a committee of which Noyes was
chairman, was passed at the later Convention" without a
dissenting vote." These resolutions ran: 141_
"1. Resolved, That we will devote ourselves exclusively
to the establishment of the Kingdom of God; and as that
kingdom includes and provides for all interests, religious,
political, social and physical, ithat we will not join or
coOperate with any other association. 2. Resolved, That
as the Kingdom of God is to have an external manifestation, and as that manifestation must be in some form of
association, we will acquaint ourselves with the principles
of heavenly association, and train ourselves to conformity
to them as fast as possible. 3. Resolved, That one of
the leading principles of heavenly a880Ciation, is the renunciation of exclusive claim to private property. 4. Resolved, .That it is expedient immediately to take measures
for forming a heavenly association ,in Central New York.
5. Resolved, That William H. Cook be authorized, on onr
behalf, to visit the perfectionists throughout the state, for
the purpose of stirring up their minds in relation to association, and ascertaining the amount of men and means
that are in readiness for the enterprise."
By these remarkable resolutions the perfectionists of Cen-
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tral New York not only committed themselves to communism in principle, but to the immediate establishment of a
Communistic Association, and set measures on foot to
carry out this declared purpose. We are told' further that,
on the passage of the resolutions, "with great fervor the
strongest men of the Convention came forward and pledged
'their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor' to the
enterprise proposed in the resolutions, and for the establishment of the Kingdom of God in the world." He Noyes's
appeal to men had been more successful than his appeal
to God. He had secured from the New York perfectionists
action which looked to the mere ;transference of his establishment from Putney to New York. And that is indeed
precisely what happened, but not with the smoothness and
facility which appeared. likely on a mere surface view of
things.
For there was one thing on which Noyes had not been
quite candid with his New York brethren, and allusion to
which is entirely absent from the set of resolutions whose
passage he had secured. from them. This was his doctrine
of sexual promiscuity - and the relation in which it srood,
in his view, to the possible formation of a Communistic
Society, such as he had now committed them to. As they
became a ware of these things their zoo.! in coOperating
with him in the foundation of such a society vanished. A
series of resolutions, introduced by Otis Sanford of Clinton, New York, having the design of expressing sympathy
and coOperation with Noyes, was passed. by the earlierthe Lairdsville -Conference, with cordial unanimity. In
these, entire approbation was expressed. of the "general
COU1'8e of the press at Putney," and cordial coOperation
with the Putney brethren in the circulation of their publications was promised. m But Noyes is compelled to add
to his report of this resolution: us "At the close of the
meetings, Otis Sanford, in consequence of discovering that
I was the author of the' Battle Axe ~etter' (which he had
never seen before), retracted his assent to these resolutions." This is but a straw showing how the wind was
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veering around. The sentiments of the brethren, in point
of fact, underwent nothing less than a revulsion, which
wrecked the whole great project which had been entered
upon. There were those among them who had been involved in the indecencies of "Spiritual Wifehood," but
complete sexual promiscuity and that as the very foundation-stone of their society of saints, was more than, with
all their antinomian tendencies, they could stomach. Alii
an eye-witness of what was happening writes: - "As soon
as they heard of cross-fellowship, and the fact that their
chosen apostle was under bonds for the charge of adul~ry," they drew decisively back. And thus it was brought
about that though by his visit to New York Noyes provided for the removal of his community to that State, it
was not with the support of the New York perfectionists
at large.
We must suppose that it was in very deep disappointment that Noyes returned to Putney. Certainly he returned to very great trouble. The people were inexorable:
his community was dispersed: the criminal suit against
him was pending; there was no promise in the outlook.
On the twenty-sixth of November he felt constrained to
leave Putney forever, taking up his residence in New York
City. Meanwhile, there were a few men in Central New
York who, being like-minded with him, were not content
to permit the resolutions passed at the September Conventions to fall wholly to the ground. itl They could ,do nothing so grandiose as was contemplated in those resolutions.
But they were resolved to establish a community in a
small way on some such lines. These men, Jonathan Burt,
Joseph C. Ackley, Daniel P. Nash, united their interests
and invited Noyes t() join them. This he did about the
first of February, 1848, and at once' took the lead in the
enterprise and, indeed, as was his wont, became the dictator. The members of the old Putney Community joined
him, and by the first of March the Oneida Community was
fully organized. In giving an account in his "American
Socialisms "110 of the origins of the Community he wishes
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to trace them back alternately to impulses derived from
the great revivals of 1831 and the experiments at Brook
Farm. "Thus the Oneida Community," he says, "really
issued from a conjunctioB between the Revivalism of Orthodoxy and the Sociali8ID of Unitarianism." Then he
descends to details: "In 1846, after the fire at Brook
Farm, and when Fourierism was manifestly passing away,
the little church at Putney began cautiously to experiment in Communism. In the fall of 1847, when Brook
Farm was breaking up, the Putney Community was also
breaking up, but in the agonies, not of death, but of birth.
Putney conservatism expelled it, and a Perfectionist Community just begun at Oneida, under the infiuence of the
Putney School, received it."
After a quarter of a century of succetJKful development,
the exodus could be described in this poetical language.
It was anything but poetry at the time. Except the hospitable welcome of Jonathan Burt m there was little that
was inviting in the untamed woods and stree.ms of Oneida
Creek; and the first years of the Community's residence
there were comfortless and hard enough, but also on that
very account bracing and disciplining. "At first," says
Hinds, 111 "the community buildings at Oneida consisted
of two small frame dwellings, a log hut, and an old sawmill, once owned by the Indians. It was a dOlleD years
before their members got beyond sleeping in garrets and
out-houses. Though the means brought in by the members enabled them to live tolerably well at first they soon
learned to content themselves with the homeliest fare."
The community, however, grew rapidly in numbers and
deieney; and ultimately, in wealth. Beginning in the
spring of 1848 with about forty members, by the Arst of
the next year it had eighty-nine, which it doubled in the
course of the year 1849: on February 20, 1851, there
were two hundred and dve members, in 1875 two hundred and ninety-eight, and in 1878 three hundred and
siLl I' Nearly a huudred and eight thousand dollars were
brought in by the incoming members during the first nine
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years, of which something more than forty thousand were
sunk in living, leaving the Community on January 1, 1857,
with a capital of sixty-seven thousand dollars. Now, however, economic success began, and the industries of the
Community became profitable. These were mainly concentrated in the business of the canning of fruits and
l"egetables, and the manufacture of silk and steel traps.m
It is not necessary to dwell on these things. Information
on the industrial side of the life of the community is easily
accessible and is indeed in the possession of all. Only
enough is required to be said to secure that it should be
well understood on the one hand that the Oneida Community became eminently successful in the economic and industrial aspects, and on the other that the development of
the Community on this side represents a new phase of
Noyes's activities, peculiar to the Oneida period.
Although, of course, community of goods was a dogma
with him from .the beginning of his speculations, and he
had put it into practice at Putney, as there was no necessity for the development of large industrial e1Hciency before the removal to Oneida, so there was no marked progress made toward it. There is no evidence that Noyes had
specially engaged himself with the problems of economic
and industrial life prior to his settlement at Oneida. At
Oneida, however, he was ,faced with hard conditions, and,
after a period of partial failure, conquered them. There
is an appearance that perhaps as a result of this necessary
engrossment with these problems, the center of his interests now changed, and that economic matters began to
loom in his mind as intrinsically more important than the
matters to which he had hitherto given himself with most
predilection. Religion, sex, industry - it was along this
line of advance that his mind seems to have moved; and
as he appears to have <come to value religion chielly as a
sanction to sexual promiscuity, 80 he appears to have
come in the end to value sexual promiscuity mainly as a
means to economic e1Hciency. Our meaning in saying this
is not that he looked on his religions theories as the necesVol. LXXVIII.
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sary foundation of :his sexual theory, and on this sexual
theory as the nece888.1'Y foundation of any successful com: munism. That goes without saying. That was the very
essence of his theorizing; and no doubt from the practical
point of view, also, he was right - decent people could
scarcely have been brought to follow his sexual practice
save under the influence of some such religious fanaticism
as he imbued them with, and very certainly no communism
can stand save on the ruins of the institution of marriage.
What we are saying, however, is nearly the opposite of
this. It is that Noyes, as he appea.rs at Putney to have
lost interest in his religious fanaticism in his absorption
in sexualism, so appears at Oneida to have to some extent
lost interest in his sexualism lin his absorption in his industrialism - necessary as each nevertheless was to the
basis of the other. Revivalist, perfectionist, sensualist,
economist - that seems to be the line of his development.
Not that he ever formally abandoned either .his fantastic religious theories or his gross sexual doctrine, but that, an industrial communism having been created on their foundation, and now actually existing, he seems to have come to
fancy that it might continue to exist and to function without their aid.
In this he was certainly mistaken, as the event proved.
It was precisely through its drawing back from these religious absurdities and sexual abominations that the community crumbled. It lasted just a generation - from 1848
to 1880: and that it was just a generation that it lasted
was no accident. What it means is :that it lasted so long
as thoee were at the helm 'Who had taken up the enterprise under the impulse of a strong fanaticism; and that
it fell to pieces when the guidance came into the hands of
a new generation which could not believe !the things by
which its fathers had lived. W. P. Garrison, writing in
'l"he Nation. of September 4, 1879, as the process of ~ts dissolution was beginning, remarks with great weight:"That the split in regard to sexual relations has come
with the second generation was only what was to be ex-
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pected. Nothing but a Chinese wall and the adoption of
a conventional stringency would have prevented it. . . .
Nothing is surer than that the Oneida system of complex marriage was a reversion to barbarism, - to ways
repudiated by the race in its efforts to rise above the
promiscuous intercourse of the brutes. All the attention it deserved at the hands of social philosophers was
due to this fact, and to one other, that it was justified
by an appeal to su~atural sanctions.... What is most
surprising in Mr. Noyes' message to the Community is his
declaration that he did not regard the hitherto existing
sexual arrangements as 'essential parts' of their professiou as Christian Communists. He has been saying this,
it appears, for a year past. But ten years ago, in his work
on American 800ialisms he still held to the doctrine laid
down in his Bible Commwn.ism in 1848, that 'the restoration of true relation!'! between the sexes is a matter second
in importance only to the reconciliation of man and God,'
and that 'the sin-system, the marriage-system, the worksystem, are all one, and must be abolished together. . . .
Mr. Noyes has, we conceive, outlived his headship. His
successor ... is the .sell-appointed head of the party which
has become dissatisfied with complex marriage. In other
words, there is no real successor. A revolution haR taken
place: the Community as ,it was has suffered a mutilation
which practically destroys its identity, and will by the
coming historian be added to the list of extinct Utopias."
What was happening in the Community could not easily
be better described. Noyes was growing old, and was losing his hold on the community. Murmurings and disputings were heard on every side. The younger members had
become skeptical both of Noyes's religious system and of
his theory of sexual relationship,m and restive under the
control exercised over them. It was clear that a change
of some sort was imperative. Noy~ sought it in the first
instance by retiring from the headship o~ the Community
and putting a younger and more vigorous man in his place.
The man he chose for his successor twas not unnaturally
his own son, Theodore R. 'Noyes, and he may have hoped
the more from the choice because this son was a leader of
the disaftected party, - certainly at least with reference
to the religious aspects of iV·t The experiment was not
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successful, and INoyes was compelled to withdraw the appointment. The disaffection which had been smouldering
was now in flames. There were some, no doubt, who were
ready to acquiesce in any settlement commended to them
by their "tried leader." But there were now two embittered. parties shut up together within the bonds of this
"family." The one" could see nothing but a skeptic in
the man who had dared to develop the !fruits of the spirit
of Christ in any other way than through their prescribed
methods of professing unqualified belief in some of the
doctrines of traditional Christianity." 151 The other was
made up of· enthusiastic supporters of the younger Noyes,
and some of these, oft'ended by his enforced withdrawal
from the leadership, themselves withdrew from the family.
At this period a new factor entered the situation - exterRal opposition. The tardily begun and tardily culmi• Dating protest of the people of the State of New York
against the toleration in their midst of Buch a moral offense as the Oneida Community constituted, had now at
last reached the point of effective action. The soul of
this protest had been for a number of years John W. Mears,
then a professor' in Hamilton College, and the credit of
bringing it through many difficulties to a decisive issue
belongs mainly to him. We may date 'the beginning of the
end, doubtless, from the appointment by the Synod of Central New York in 1873 of a committee charged with the
duty of conferring with other religious bodies and determining on what measures were feasible. And the end
itself was foreshadowed when a Conference called by J. W .
. Mears, F. D. Huntington, E. O. Haven, A. F. Beard, and
E. G. Thurber, met on February 14, 1879, in the University Building at Syracuse, New York, "for 'the purpose,"
as it is brusquely reported in '!'he Nation-,UI "of breaking
np the Oneida Community." This brusque language does
not unfairly represent the temper of the Convention. The
Oneida Community was recognized as intolerable, and
every sort of difficulty had been raised to dealing with it
decisively. It sheltered itself under the constantly re-
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peated assertion that no law existed under which it could
be proceeded against: as the lawyers put it, you cannot

prove adultery without first proving marriage, and the
Oneida people were not generally married. Sentimental
objections to proceeding against them were also diligently
advanced. The Oneida people were good citizens, and good
business men, and good neighbors, and good employers of
labor; they were a model of order and sobriety and diligence: why disturb them? Their morality? Well, said
The Nation"U8 "the Oneida theory of the relation of the
sexes is odious, no doubt, but it is the product of a crackbrained biblical exegesis and is sincerely held, and the
sheri1f can hardly kill it." All this was brushed aside by
the Convention. Morality, it said, is worth as much to a
community as business ability; and if no law exists by
which an end can be put to such flagrant immorality as
flaunts itself in the Oneida Community - why the sooner
such a law is made the better. So it appointed a committee to see if new legislation was really needed to meet the
case, arid if so to set steps on foot to secure it. That committee met in June, enlarged its numbers and very obviously got to business. It had become clear to every eye
that the Oneida Community was doomed.
This had already become 80 clear to N~yes himself before
the Conference of February 19 met that he approached that
Conference with a document, which be caused to be distributed among its members, in which he practically promised that the Community would adjust itself to any special
legislation the Conference might secure. The Oneida Community should be compared with the Shakers, be pleaded,
not the Mormons: its' members "had always been peaceable subjects of civil authority, no seditious act had
been cbarged upon them; they bad never proposed to carry
out their peculiar principles in defiance of the laws or of
the public opinion of their neighbors; and if Rpecial legislation should be obtained unfavorable to them, they would
still be faithful to their record of submission to the ' powers that 00.'" 100 Possibly the Conference took heart of
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grace from such a promise; at any rate its representatives
proceeded on their way with increased activity. Noyes's
fear in February had incree.sed by June - when the Conference's Committee met - to a certain foreboding of evil,
and that with reference to his own person as well as with
reference to the Community. He:fled beyond the jurisdiction of the New York Courts and took up hiH residence
in Canada, where he resided for the rest of his life. 161
F\'om this safe retreat he immediately (August 25, 1879)
proposed to the Community which he had left behind him
a complete surrender of its obnoxious practices.
"I need hardly remind the Community," he wrote,UZ
"that we have always claimed freedom of conscience to
change our social practices, and have repeatedly offered to
abandon the offensive part of our system of communism if
80 required by public opinion.
We have lately pledged
ourselves in our publications to loyally obey any new legislation which may be instituted against us. Many of you
will remember that I have frequently said :within the last
year that I did not consider our present social arrangements an essential part of our profession as Christian
Communists, and that we should probably have to recede
from them sooner or later. I think the time has come for
us to act on these. principles of freedom and offer for your
consideration the following modifications of our practical
platform." The modifications thus intimated, he then propounds as follows:"I propose: (1) That we give up the practice of complex marriages not as renouncing belief in the principles
and prospective finality of that institution, but in deference
to the public sentiment which is evidently rising against
it. (2) That we place ourselves not on the platform of
the Shakers, on the one hand, nor of the world on the
other, but on Paul's platform which allows marriage but
prefers celibacy. To carry out this change, it will be
necessary first of all that we should go into a new and
earnest study of the seventh chapoor of 1 Corinthians, in
which Paul fully defines his position, and also that of
the Lord Jesus Christ, in regard to the sexual relations
proper for the Church in the presence of worldly institu-
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tions. If you accept these modifications, the Community
will consist of two distinct cla88e8 - the married and the
celibate- both legitimate, but the last preferred." "What
will become of communism after these modifications," he
now proceeds, "may be defined thus: (1 ) We shall hold our
property and -business in common, as now. (2) We shall live
together in a common household and eat at a commou table,
as now. (3) We shall have a common children's department,
as now. (4) We shall have our daily evening meetings, and all
of our present means of moral and spiritual improvement.
Surely here is communism enough to hold us together and
inspire us with heroism for a new career. With the breeze
of general good will in our favor, which cven Professor
Mears .has promised us on the condition of our giving up
the 'immoral features' of our system, what new wonders
of success may we not hope for in the years to come? For
my part, I think we have great cause to be thankful for
the toleration which has 80 long been accorded to our
audacious experiment. Especially are we indebted to the
authorities and people of our ,immediate neighborhood for
kindness and protection. It will be a great and gracious
thing for us to relieve them at last of the burden of our
unpopularity, and show the world that Christian Communism has self-control and fiexibility enough to live and
fiourish without complex marriage."
It must not be supposed from the tone of the preamble
and appendix of this commtmication that Noyes was arguing with an unwilling community, to secure if possible
from it action to which it was indisposed. He was really
yielding to what had become the general demand o.f the
Community; but in doing so supplying them with a plausible account of their action, such as would as far as possible save their and his susceptibilities. The action of the
Community on this proposal was so immediate as to appear eager. The same number of the American. Socialist 163
which prints the proposal prints also this action: "The
above measure was considered by the Oneida Community
in full Assembly, August 26, 1879, and its propositions
accepted; and it is to be understood that from the present
date the Community will consist of two cla~ses of members, namely, celibates, or those who prefer to live a life
of sexual abstinence, and the married, who practice only
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the sexual freedom which strict monogamy allows. The
Community will now look for the sympathy and encouragement which have been so liberally promised in case this
change should ever be made."
By this action, naturally, the bottom was knocked out
of the agitation against the Community. That agitation
was directed solely agaiust its "immoral features," and
these were now abandoned. HIt But the bottom happily was
by it knocked out of the Community also.lU It was precisely in its system of "complex marriage" that the c0herence of the Community -consisted; that was the cement
which held it together. That gone, everything w.as gone.
If Noyes cherished any real expectations that the Community would seek to prolong its existence on the new " social
platform" which he outlined for it, he was quickly undeceived. No celibacy for it! Before the close of the year
"in addition to those cases in which there was a resumption of former marriage relations, there were twenty marriages in the Community," and, the chronicler adds, "the
work continued apace," and in a few years "scarcely half
a dozen" remained unmarried. lee And no more communism for it! The change here was scarcely more di1llcult to
manage and was no less decisively carried through. By
the end of the year 1880 all communistic features had beeu
eliminated and the Community had become an ordinary
joint-stock company, carrying on as such the large business
enterprises which had been developed. Noyes himself,
writing in 1885, enumerates for us the steps in the process
by which his lifework was undone. 187 "On the 20th of
August, 1879, I proposed that the practice of Complex
Marriage be given up; on the 26th my proposition was
adopted by the Community unanimously; on the 28th it
was published to the world; and was received by the press
generally with commendation. From that time the proposal of a general change from Communism to private
ownership and joint-stock began to be agitated in the
Oneida Community. It was discussed carefully and peaceably; and after sixteen months of study and preparation
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of details communism :of property was given up, as complex
marriage had been before it, and on the 1st of ,January,
1881, the joint-stock company called the Oneida Community, Limited, took the place of the Oneida Community."
There were naturally some in so large a community who
regretted this final change and would fain have preserved,
if not a completely communistic organizarton, yet all many
communistic features in their organization as possible.
But there seems to have been no doubt, either in the
sentiment of the community at large or in the minds of
their responsible leaders, that this was a case in which it
is the first step that counts; and that the abandonment of
" complex marriage" was in fact the abandonment of communism, and should be acted on as such.
In this they were undoubtedly right. It was in point
of fact a part of their most intimate experience through a
generation of communistic living that, while the obnoxious
"mine" and" thine" continue valid in the most intimate
relation of life, it is folly to speak of their abolition elllewhere. But though we may justly say that the experience
of the Oneida Community provides an empirical demonstration of the theoretically obvious proposition that
communism cannot exist apart from the aid of "complex marriage," with all its accompaniments and consequences, it by no means follows that permanency can be
secured to it merely tty this outrage on the deepest instincts
of human nature.· There are other instincts of human
nature also which communism outrages, and on which all
attempts to establish a communistic society must ultimately be wrecked. Property itself, for example, upon
which communism makes its most immediate assault, iA
just as much a law of nature - or, let us say, a law of
God, - is just as much an ineradicable instinct of manall marriage, with which it is indeed inextricably involved.
Goldwin Smith, in an illuminating page/8S instructs us to
think of property not as an institution of human society,
but as a fundamental condition of human life. "A state of
things in which a man would not think that what he had
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made for himself was his own," he remarks, "is unknown
to experience and beyond the range of our conceptions."
The economical value of property may arise from the circumstance that it is "the only known motive of production." But the right of property does not rest on this
consideration of expediency, but is intrinsic in the individual's right to himself. This right he can never yield,
and all attempts at communism, which are at bottom only
attempts to deprive men of their ineradicable rights - to
themselves and the fruits of their own activities - are
bound to break to pieces in the end on these primeval instincts of the race. The persistence of the Oneida Community for a generation suggests nothing to the contrary.
It was not a self-subsisting communistic state. Economically considered, it was only a limited commercial association, pooling its earnings and living parasitically on
the surrounding community. It not only recruited itself
steadily from outside, but it depended wholly on the wider
community in which it was encysted for all the necessities
of living - police protection, social intercourse, trade distribution, peace, and opportunity to labor. More. It obtained the raw material for its industries from outside; it
found the market for its product outside; it even came, as
it grew prosperous, to draw a large part of its labor, by
which its product was made, from outside. It became in
fact, in principle only an employer-manufacturing concern, whose earnings were enjoyed in common by the
owners, instead of divided, in this ratio or another, among
them in severalty. When the time came to convert it
into a joint-stock company, nothing could have been easier.
Its six hundred thousand dollars of invested capital needed
merely to be distributed equitably in stock among the
owners, and the thing was done.
It was Noyes's contention that religion is the only foundation on which a stable communism can be reared. He does
not seem to have been very exigent as to what the nature
of this religion should be. The r6le which he assigned to
it in his speculations 118 was to chasten and discipline the
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spirit for the bardships and restrictions demanded by community life. What has wreckecI the communistic societies
which have sprung up so luxuriantly in America has been
largely, he says, the influx into them of idle, selfish,
designing men. "General depravity," he says, is, arcording to the universal testimony of experience, "the villain
of the whole story" - a truth much more profound than
apparently he was intending to express. May it not be,
he asks, that "the tests of earnest religion are just what
are needed to keep a discrimination between 'noble and
lofty souls' and the scamps?" The function he wished
religion to serve, thus, was to act as a sieve to strain out
the unfit - and a great variety of religions might serve
this purpose if only they were earnestly held. If a community could be formed of earnestly religious men only,
he thought, there might be some hope of its members' living
in harmony. He contended, now, that these speculative
views had been verified in practice. Looking over the
whole list of communistic experiments in America he
singles out th08e which have shown unusual vitlllity.
There are only eight of them; all the rest have quickly
died; these only have lived. And now, says Noyes,lTO "the
one feature which distinguishes these Communities from the
transitory sort, is their religion; which in every case is
of the earnest kind which comes by recognized aftlatus, and
controls all external arrangements." He wishes to draw
the induction that it is religion, and religion alone, which
makes communism possible.
Goldwin Smith, in criticism, remarks 111 that while it
is true that all the c9mmunities thus singled out by Noyes
were religious, yet the list thus singled out does not include
all the communities which were religious. Othel'R were
religious too-and died. And he might have added, had
he written a little later, that theee eight have died toofor they are now all dead, except the Shakers, who have
become moribund, and the Ephrata and Oneida communities, which survive only in the changed form of joint-stock
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companies. Goldwin Smith does add one other remark
which is very much to the point. All eight of Noyes's enduring Communistic societies bad one other thing in common besides religion, though Noyes does not note it. They
all rejected marriage - " whereby," Smith explains, "in
the first place they were exempted. from the disuniting
infiuence of the separate family; and in the second place,
they were enabled to accumulate wealth in a way which
would be impossible if they had children to maintain."
Some of them were strict celibates, and the others discouraged marriage; and it is much more probable that
what enabled them to endure longer than such experiments
have ordinarily done was this complete or partial elimination of the particular obstacle that stands most in the way
of communistic practice, rather than their religion - except so far, of course, as it was from their religion that
they derived the sanction for their misprision of marriage.
It was this function, as we have seen, that Noyes assigned
to religion in his own communistic experiment. He was
insistent, no doubt, that putting first things first, religion
was first with him. His Communism was not mere communism standing on the "ordinary platform of communism."
It was "Bible Communism," and as such very
distinct from the Communism, for example, of "the infidels and Owenites of twenty years ago." 112 God was a
party to their communism. "Their doctrine is that of
community, not merely or chiefiy with each other, 'but with
God." "God as creator, is owner of all; every loyal citizen is joint-owner with God of all things." 111 But he was
not content with laying such a gene.ral religious foundation as this for their structure. He shaped his religious
teaching so as to provide a particular religious sanction
precisely for that community in wives which he rightly saw
was the prime essential to the stability of any communistic
establishment.
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THm DOCTRINE

I t will be well for us to obtain some sort of a connected
view of the ,religious system which Noyes taught, as a
wholeP'
We have already had occasion to observe-what is obvious in itself and was very fully recognized by Noyesthat his religious system was detennined by two fundamental doctrines. "The two ('orner-stones of doctrine.
equally important, on which Communism rests," we read,175
"are the doctrine of complete Regeneration, or Salvation
from Sin, and the truth that the Second Coming of Christ,
and the founding of His heavenly Kingdom, took place
eighteen hundred years ago. The first furnishes the personal.or experimental basis, the second, the historical and
political." The fonner of these determining doctrines is
unduly subordinated to the la~r in the following enunciation of the "mO@t important elements of faith" held by
the Communist's, - no doubt because this statement is
drawn up from the point of view "of their social or "political" theories, and is printed in the opening pages of Noyes's
fonnal ~ition of IthO@e theories.l16 Nevertheless, the
most of what was really effective in Noyes's faith appears
in it, and it is worth' quoting here for the pointed brevity
of its enunciation of the elements of his faith with which
it does deal:"We believe in the Bible as the text-book of the Spirit
of truth; in Jesus Christ as the eternal Son of <ffld; in the
Apostles and Primitive Church, 118 the exponents of the
everlasting ~pel. We believe that the Second Advent
took place at the period of the desfiouction of Jerusalem;
that at that time there was a primary resurrection and
judgment in the spiritual world; that the final Kingdom of
God then began in the heavens; that the manifestation of
that Kingdom in the visible world is now approaching; that
its approo.ch is ushering in the second and final resurrection and judgment; that the Church on earth is now
rising to meet the approaching Kingdom in the heavens,
and to become its duplicate and representative; that tl1.e
inspiration or open communion with God and the heavens,
involving perfect holiness, is the element of connection be-
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tween the church on earth and the church in the heavens,
and the power by which the Kingdom of God is to be eEttablished and reign in the world."
There is no lack of comprehensive statements of Noyes's
faith. He was rather fond of 'framing series of articles of
faith or doctrinal theses. He prints, for example, in The
Wimess of :August 20, 1837, a full systematic statement of
"What we believe " in thirttY-four articles, and again in
The Perfectionist of February 22, 184:5, fifty "TheAe8 of
the Second Reformation." 177 Each of these fair]y covers
the whole ground of his faith. We may, however, perhaps
content ourselves, for such a general glance over the entire
system, with fIle shorter series of articles printed in the
preface, to " The Berean!' These he speaks of as a "frank
synopsis of the leading doctrines of the book " - the book
itself being "the religious book of the Community," from
which Noyes advises us " the religious theories of the community " may be best ascert'ained. A polemic form is given
these articles, and in each instance the doctrine taught in
the Community is set in its relations to the teachings of
other bodies. We pmit that feature of them and otherwise
compress them; and so arrive at the following nine heads
of doctrine which may be thought ;,fairly to comprise in
utmost brevity the system taught by Noyes. 1. God is not
a Trinity, but a Duality - Father and Son: these two are
co-eternal but not 'co-equal. This duality in the Godhead
is imaged in the twofold personality of 'the ftrst man, who
was made male and female, and as Adam was to Eve, 80
is the Father tolthe Son. 2. God has foreordained all that
comes to pass. Evil, however, was eternal, and hence does
not fall under the divine foreordination. Its admission
into God's creation, nevertheless, was foreordained: and
this ,was done because it was necessary for the judgment
and desfruction of the uncreated evil. The foreordination of the reprobation of some men and the salvation of
others rests on foresight of their divergent conduct. 3. In
consequence 'Of Adam's transgression all men are hom
under the spiritual power of Satan. But there are two
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essentially different classes of men. One class are of the
very seed of Satan and in every sense depraved. The other
cl8.1!8 are only subjected to Satan's evil influence and therefore instinctively respond to the word of God when it
comes to them. 4. The Atonement is not legal but spiritual. The death of Christ does not satisfy the demands of
the law in the place of sinners. It perfects Christ in all
human sympathies; destroys the spiritual power of the
devil in whom all men are held captive by nature; and delivers those whom He thus wakes and releases from the
- condemning sin-occasioning power of the law. 5. The
motives of the law and a changelof purpose in the creafure
are necessary preparations for the second birth. But the
second birth itself is a change not of purpose or acts, but
of spiritual condition. It lis a divorce of the human spirit
from the power of Safun, and a junction of it with the
Spirit of God. It is a progressive work, in the double effects of outward cleansing brought about by erlernal moral
and spiritual influences, and the inward quickening communicated by the life of OhTist through faith. 6." We
agree wit'll the most ultra class of Perfectionists, that
whatever is born of God is altogether free from sin." But
this complete freedom from sin is not ordinarily attained
in the fll'St stRge of discipleship. Hence there is in the
Chtln!h a class of persons called believers or disciples, but
not "SOIlS of God," andtbey are not yet free from sin.
7. Whoever is born of God will infallibly persevere in holiness Imto salvation. But believers who are not yet "sons
of God" may fall away. 8. Christ's second coming took
place in connection with ~ Idestruction of Jerusalem, at
the end of the tlime of the Jews. At that time those were
judged who had beeo ripened for the harvest of history by
the Old Testament dispensation and the preaching of Ohrist
to the Gentiles. The formal judgment is yet to come, at
the end of the times of tim Gentilee, bearing the same relation fu the period in which/we live as that fonner judgment did to the precedent time. 9. Those that BOW to the
flesh shall reap eternal punishment.
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It is in the vague generality given to them in such brief
statements as this that Noyes's doctrines appear to their
best advantage. When taken up one by one and explicated
in tlleir details, t!heir combined grotesque crudity anf\
reckless extravagance are seen to pass all belief. He has
not escaped wholly from the hands of his teachers. Nathaniel W. Taylor has given him the general method of
his thinking; Moses Stuart has built the piers on which he
supports his dogmas; the fanatical Perfectionists of central and western New York have !lupplied to him their
fundamental content. But he 'has rounded out the outline
and filled in the chinks with material derived from the
most outlandish sources, giving to the whole an aspect both
fantasfic and in the highest degree repellent. He has been
most influenced by the Shakers; or it would be more correct fu say that the whole formal nature of his system was
borrowed from them. They taught, for instance, that God
is a dual person, male and female; that Adam was also
dual, having been made in God's image; that all angels and
spirits are also both male and female; and that the distinction of sex in mankind is eternal, inhering in the soul
itself. They taught also that the second coming of Christ
had already taken place, that the Church has been apostate
since the primitive age and is only now, in themselves, being rebuilt; tlJ.at the Kingdom of heaven and the personal
rule of God is now in process of restoration; that the old
law has been abolished; and the direct intercourse between heaven and earth has been renewed; that sinles8neM
of life is not only a possibilitY but an obligation; that the
use of marriage has ceased; and that death itself has pa.ssed
away and become only a change of dress, a shedding of the
visible robe of the flesh and assumption of the invisible
glory of the spirit. To every one of these items of Shaker
teaching Noyes presents a clear counterpart. Sometimes
he simply takes the Shaker doctrine over just as he found
it. More frequently he tried to fit it into his own personal
lines of thinking. But even when he most alters it - as
in. his transformation of their celibacy into his promis('u-
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ity - the genetic connection is not wholly obscured. He
has not contented himself, however, with borrowing from
the Shakers. He has not disdained to pick up fragments
of notions from what appears to have been his student's
reading of the early history of the Church, and thus to embroider his doctrine with scraps of all sor1l'l of outworn
heresies. Thus, for example, he has thns given it especially the odd 88pe<'t of a revival of Gnostic Dualism.
The pI8ce which the dualistic principle takes in Noyes's
theological constructions is nothing less than astonishing.
We have seen that; following the Shakers, he conceives
God as "a dual 'being, consisting of the ~'ather and the
Word," 178 and if he does not go on with the Shakers and
proclaim Him flatly, in His duality, "male and female,"
he fails of this by the narrowest of margins. He speaks
of the "law of duality" which is indicated in all nature
and suggested by the ereation of the first pair, and then of
this law he declares that it " takes its rise from the constitution of God Himself, who is dual- the Father and the
Son - in whose image mau was made, male and female, and
of whose nature tlte whole creation is a reflection." 1111 Nature being a reflection of the nature of God, we may of
course leam what God's nature is from nature. "If we
reason," says he/so" from the seen to the unseen, lUl8uming
that the essential nature of the effect is in the cause, we
have proof 8S broad as the universe, that the Godhead is
a duality: for every link of the chain of productive life, in
its whole visible extent from the lowest region of the vegetable Kingdom, to the highest of the animal, is a duality.
The distinction ibetween male and female is as universal
as vitality, wid all visible evjdence goes to prove that it
is the indispensable condition (>f reproduction, that iR of
vital creation. If we find two elements in all the streams
of life, why should we not infer that the same two elements
are in the Fountain?" If this reasoning has any validity
whatever, it proves not merely that there is a duality in
the Divine Being, but that the duality takes the specific
form of a differentiation into male and female. AccordVol. LXXVIII. Nos. 311 and 312. 7
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ingly '\\'e find Noyes saying: "We are led to the simple
conclusion, that the uncreated Creator, the Head of the
Universe, like the head of mankind and !'he head of every
family, though one, is yet 'twain' (Mark x. 8) : in a word,
that the creation has a Father and a Mother." 181 And his
formal confe88ion of faith nIns: 182 "We believe, not in the
Trinity,188 nor in the Unity, but in the Duality of the Godhead; and that Duality in our view, is imagOO.. in the twofold penlonality of the first man, who was made 'male
and female' (Gen. L 27)." He does, to be sure, add, "As
Adam was to Eve, 80 is '1he Father to ~the Son; i. e. he is
the same in nature, but greater in power and glory"; and
this can hardly be understood otherwise than a.s confining
the di1ference between the Father and Son substantially
to one of "power and glory." And, ehze'\\dtere, he certainly argues at considerable length for this general idea.m
Perhaps his most lucid explanation of his meaning, however, is conveyed in the followed extended sentence:l86 "I
do regard the Father and the Son, as two Spirits, who bear
a similar social (not physical) relation to each other as
that which exists between man and woman, one of whom is
greater than the other (as the man is greater than the
woman), who love each other and have pleasure in their
fellowship (as man and woman love and have pleasure in
spiritual fellowship), who are the joint parents of all
created rhings (as man and woman are the joint parents
of their offspring), who are thus the prototype in whose
image Adam and Eve ·:Were made." If this, however, be all
that Noyes means, there certainly is less in his condusion
than in his premises.
If the sexual distinction in God may be understood,
however, only of a di1ferentiation in Him of those spiritual
qualities and modes of action whicll we associate with the
two sexes as known to us among men, the same cannot be
said of any other living beings. All o~er living beings
besides God are verifubly male and female. This is true,
for example, of the angels. "I confe88," writes Noyes,1I1
"I see nothing very horrible in the idea of there being
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sexual distinction in the angelic race. If the distinction
of spirits} the twofold life, which ,I have described in what
I have said of God, exists in the angelic nature (as I believe it exists in ~very living thing, from God to the lowest
vegetable), I: see no very alarming l'OOBon why that distinction should not be expressed in the bodily form of
angels as well as man." Of course this involves the assignment of a corporeal nature to angels, and this Noyes does
without hesitation, and then.proceeds to interpret Gen. vi.
1, 2, Jude 6 f., of carnal sinning on their part. Not only
does sex distinction thus exist ill the angels, it persist's also
in the disembodied souls of men. The human soul is not
in Noyes's view, however, pure spirit - which itself is
thought of by hinl afoorthe "analogy of what he calls
"fluids," that is to say the "imponderable fluids" of the
old physicists - electricity, galvanism, magnetism, light,
heat, - and therefore at least after a material image. It
is the product of the union of this spirit, of the increate
spirit which is the breath of God, and the dust of the
ground. It is thus, he says,18T "a modification of spirit
produced by union with a material body." It takes the
form of the body and its size and parts; and receives into
itself some of the properties of matter. "As Adam's \body
was spiritualized matter, so conversely Adam's soul was
materialized spirit." The soul thus stands between spirit
and matter. The materialization of the spirit in the soul
gives it its individuality and immortality. Had it not been
thus materialized, on ,the release of the spirit from the
body, it would return to the abyss of life whence it came:
but it has entered in the soul into a "materialized or
partly indurated state," and 80 persists in separation from
the body. On th~ other hand, as the whole nature of God
" is in the breath of God," the spirit which enters into the
composition of the soul of man is still" in communication
with God and assimilated to him."
This dualism of sex, characterizing the mode of existence
of all animal being, is, however, far from the whole of the
dualism which Noyes teaches. Beneath it he discovers an
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underlying :onfological dualism, according to :which an.
Eternal God stands over against an eternal matter. And
side by si~ with this (not identical with it) he discovers
yet another eternal dualism, an ethical dualism dividing
the realms of spirit itself :between the principle of good
(which is God) and the principle of evil (which is the
devil). Creation with him is not ea: .niAilo, but out of preexistent un created material; and it we ask him. whence this
material came, he claims the right to reply by another
question - Whence did GOO come? 188 All creati9'D, however - it we can speak of creation when nothing is really
originated - is from God: it is not parcelled out between
GOO and the devil. Not that sin or death originated" in
God or any or His works"; or that God "by creation, by
decree, or by permission gives birtil to" evil. "The ultimate cause of all evil is an uncreated evil being; as the
ultimate cause of all good is an uncreated good being." 1811
But evil enters tim realm of created being subsequently to
its creation, God permitting it so to enter into His creation
because only in this fleM can He grapple with it and destroy it - an authentic Manichrean trait.ItO By his fall
Adam, who was a creature of God, came under a divided
dominion. "The streams from the two eternal fountains
flowed together in him. His spiritual nature was primarily good, as proceeding from God; but secoudarily evil, as
propagated by the:Devil." It! seems, however, that though
propagating his offspring in his ,own likeness, the two eleoments of "his compound characoor" were distributed unevenly among them. God and the devil strove for mastery
over them, and the result 'was two distinct claS8eR of men,
in one of which good, in the other evil, predominates.
"As the offspring of Adam's body was twofold, distinguished into male and female, part following the nature of
the primary, and part the nature of the secondary parent;
so the offspring of his spiritual nature was twofold, distinguished, like that nature, into good and evil, part following the character of the primary and part the charact'er of
the secondary spiritual element. In other words, Adam
has two sorts of children - one of them like himself, pri-
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marily of God, secondarily of the Devil, of whom Abel was
a specimen; the other primarily of the Devil and secondarily of God, of whom Cain was a specimen. Thus mankind
are divided spiritually info two ~lasses of different original
character, proceeding respectively from uncreated good and
evil. . . . The depravity of mankind, then, is of two sorts.
The seed of the woman are depraved, as .Adam was after the
fall, - not in their original individual spirits which are of
God, but by their spiritual combination with and subjection
to the Devil." "On the other hand, the seed of the serpent
are depraved as Cain was, not only by combination with
and subjection to the Devil, but by original spiritual identity with him. They are not only possessed by the Devil,
but are radically devils themselves." 191
There are thus two radically different kinds of men in the
world, differing by nature not by ,grace, and by their natural difference determining the difference which t'bey manifest under grace. To put it shortly, the one kind of man
is accessible to grace, tIre other intrinsically inaccessible
to it. "There is an original difference in the characters
of men, - a difference which is not produced by the Gospel,
bUf which exists before the Gospel is heard, and is in fact
the cause of the different consequences resulting from the
Gospel in different persons." 192 The gospel no doubt is
presented to all alike, but there are some who cannot receive it, while others are so far "honest and good" that
the Word, when it comes to them, is gladly received. They
are " not saved by nature, but they are adapted by nature
to be saved by grace." 198 "Human nature," says Noyes~
reverting as is his wont to sexual imagery, "is a female
which conceives and brings forth sin 9r righteousness, according as it has Satan or God for its husband" 194_ which
is only a lame figure by which he means to say that those
men who are in the cffiepest depths of their nature of God
are "saved," those who are in the deepest depths of their
nature of the devil are " 106t." God, being a prudent person, does not attempt to save those who are by their very
nature lost. The Gospel, which tis sent indiscriminately
into the world, reaches them, of course, as well as othersthough only to manifest, by its rejection, their real char-
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acter. But in all the hidden operations of His grace He
confines Himself to those who are salvable, electing them
to "salvation" and reprobating those whom He knoW's in
His infinite foreknowledge to be inaccessible to His saving
operations, to eternal misery.ltI
With this onfulogy behind him, Noyes's soteriology naturally takes the form fundamentally of the destruction of the
evil principle in the world. Christ came primarily to destroy the devil, and to deliver those who have been taken
captlve by him from his domination - that is to say, those
of them who are capable of this deliverance. He does not
bear our sins; He delivers us from sin. It is Satan. not
He, who bears our sins. " The penalty of all sin is actually
inflicted on the devil, who is actually the author of it.
Here is no evasion, - no substitution of an innocent person for an offender. The law has its course, man is saved,
not becaufle God abrogates the law, or evades it by a fiction, but because He rightfully imputes the sins of which
men are the instruments, to the devil as their real
author." 188 If it be the devil, however, who expiates our
sins, it is Christ who delivers us from fhem. He does this
by entering by incarnation thie very sphere in which sin
reigns and bringing there "the strength of the Godhead
into immediate contact with the st'rength of the devil, in
the very field which was to be won." A twofold eft'fCt was
sought and was obtained. On the negative side men were
to be freed from the dominion of the devil; on the poRitive,
they were to be effectively united with God. In the place
of the devil, God was to be brought into immediate control of their lives. In order to accomplish this double work
Christ required not only to enter this world of living men
but to follow men into the world of the dead where Satan
"had his sanctuary." Here His ,saving work culminated.
For" the death of Christ was a spiritual baptism into the
devil, of which the corporeal crucifixion was only an index
and continuation." lIT Or more fully stated: "Jesus. Christ,
by His death, entered into the vitals of the devil, and over('ame him. He thus destroyed the actual cause of sin. The
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effect of this ~ct on them that believe, is to release them
from the power of sin; and. on throll that believe not, to
consign them with the devil to destruction." 198 Everything depends on faith; for faith is the vehicle by which
Christ - not merely the word of Christ, but Christ Himself
- is received into the soul. No doubt, this reception of
Christ is mediafed by the word, but the word is no mere
series of sounds. "It is a fact well known to Spiritualists,
that the word of every spiritual being is an actual substance, sent forth from his inward center~ carrying with
it the properties of his life. It is also a known fact that
the act of believing actually receives into the soul and
spirit, the substance conveyed in ,the word believed. So
that communication by word from one person to another
effects an actual junction of spirits, and conveys 1'0 the
receiver a portion of the life and character of the communicator." 19& Thus by believing, we receive Christ, His
"flesh. and blood" - which does not mean His material
body, but" a spiritual substance of which His material
body was buf the envelope" - "His soul and spirit, belonging to His prel!xistent state," " a spiritual body and a
life within it." Receiving this, we "become sons of God
and partakers of the eternal life of the Father." Our salvation shows itself in four greaf benefits which we enjoy:
salvation from all sin; security from all future sin; deliveran~e from external law; independence of all human
teaching. We have become one with Christ, and thereby
are freed from the evil one, and these things are the mark .
of our emancipation. "We say," 'says Noyes/ oO "that' none
are or have been Ohristian8, in the sense that Paul was (if
his state corresponded fu his preaching) who have not received perfect holine88, perfect8ecurity, perfect liberty, and
perfect independence, by the blood of Christ."
" Holiness," says Noyes,201 is "the principal object of the
atonement." Forgiveness is ftrst in the order of time, but
is only a means to the end of purification. "Dividiug
salvation into two great parts, viz., forgiveness of put
sin, and purification for present sin, it is plainly implied in
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nearly all the declarations of the Bible touching the Rubject, that the lat&r part is the primary, and the fonner the
8econdary object of the work of Christ." :02 There is a
sense, of course, in which such a statement might be accepted as substantially true :iij is intended here, however,
in the sense in which it is the common declaration of all
perfectionists, and h.aB as its end to convey the idea that
enjoyment of the salvation from sin wrought out by Christ
is just immediate entrance into a perfectly holy state. Noyes
does not hold, to be sure, this proposition to be universally
true. The Old Testament saints, for example, he tea('.hes,
did not receive their salvation until the ('oming of Christ;
they lived not in fruition but in hope: they had not yet been
born of God (Chris11 was the first -born Son of God), but
were only 1qeir8 of a future Sonship - only prospectively
children, experimentally merely, servaDlts. When Ohrist
came, they received their perfect holiness - both those in
this and those in the spiritual world together. The disciples of Christ and apostolic believe~, similarly, did not
receive their salvation until the second coming of Christwhich took place, according to Noyes, in A.D. 70.208 Hence
the sins of Old Testament saints, disciples of Christ, apostolic believers are irrelevant as objections against the
assertion that perfection is es..qential to the experience of
Ralvation: we need not look for perfect men until after the
second coming (A.D. 70).204 Somewhat inconsistently, however, a good deal of space is given to proving that Paul was
perfect.20~
Of ('ourse Noyes begins by setting aside Rom.
vii. 14 ft'., Phil. iii. 12 if., 1 Cor. ix. 27 - this passage no
doubt, rightly-2 Cor. xii. 17, 1 Tim. i. 15, and ends with
Paul's assertions of his own integrity. Ritschl could not
have done it betfer. There are visible in the apostolic
church, he says in e.'l:planation, "two distinct classes of
believers," immature and mature (1 Cor. ii. 6), and the mature, of whom Paul was one, were "perfectly holy." This
class grew in number and distinctness, "till at last, when
John wrote his epistles, Perfectionism was fully developed,
and had become the acknowledged standard of Christian
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experience." Quoting the p~ in 1 .John whi('h are
ordinarily relied on in this sense, he comments: 206 "If
this is not Perfectionism, we know not how, by human
language, Perfectionism can be expressed." There is left,
he admits, "one little wxt (1 John i. 8) - but when rightly
understood this does not run athwart the others; it refers to pre-perfection sins. "We think it not uncharitable
fu say," he remarks, "that they who persist in construing
this verse as opposed to the doctrine of salvation from sin,
or in regarding it as sufficient to offRet all the plain assertions, scattered through the whole epistle, that perfect holiness is the only st8J1dard of true Christianity, belong to
that class of persons who 'strain at a gnat and swallow a
camel.' "
It would be hoping too much to expect that Noyes could
wholly escape the universal tendency of perfectionists to
explain the perfection which they assert as something
less than perfect. When answering objections to his doctrine,20T he tells us, for example, that to be perfectly holy
is not necessarily to be free from infinnity. "We mean by
perfect holiness," he says, - adding, "using the expression
in its lowest sense" - "simply the purity of heart which
gives a good conscience!' This is a very ambiguous statement. Doubtless, taken strictly, the purity of heart which
giv~ a good conscience is an absolutely pure heart, - or
else the conscience fails to accuse when accusation were
fitting. But employing the language in its current meaning, something very far from perfect purity may be expressed by it. And that Noyes is employing the language
in this lowered meaning an illustration he adduces in connection with it sufficiently proves. This is not, however,
his ordinary manner of speaking of tlhe perfection he'
asserts. If is rather characteristic of him to carry it to
the height of its idea. In one passage,20S for example, he
expounds 1 John iii. 3-10 with a view to showing from the
declaration, " he that committeth sin is of the devil," that
the real Christian never sins at all, seeing that one sin is
enough to manifest an eAAeIltially devilish character. When
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asked how much a man may sin and still be a Christian~
he says: " John answers that he cannot sin at all and be a
Christian. There is no middle ground: we are either as
righteous as Christ, or as wicked as the devil." "The
children of God are perfectly holy. Sin, in every case~
proves the subjects of it children of the devil." 201 "John
does not say, He that committeth sin habitually is of the
devil; or, He that committeth known Rin is of the devil; or
he that committ'eth wilful sin is of the devil; or, he that
committeth sin is of the devil while he is committing it.
He says, He that committeth sin is of the devil; and we are
to tllke the word of God just as it stands. It is good philosophy which James enunciates when he said, 'He that offendeth in one point is guilty of all.' " 210
This insistence on the perfection of perfection is not only.
the usual view which Noyes expresses, but it is the natural,
or rather the necessary, one for him to take, on the ground
of his mystical doctrine of the procuring cause of our perfection of life which we have already seen him expouuding.
" Christ liveth in me" - it is all summed up in that. ,. The
necessary consequence of that condition," he says,2l1 "is
perfect holiness, because Christ is perfectly holy." It belongs to the fundamental elements of his doctrine of salvation, that Christ has "destroyed the devil," and secured to
God - to Himself u the saving God - the entire control
of the children of the woman, hitherto living under the
divided rule of God and the devil. That is what salvation
consists in; and that is the reason that: salvation is in the
complete meaning of these words, salvation from sin. It
is possible that Noyes is not quite consistent with himself,
however, when he seeks to answer the question: "How is
this union by which Christ dwells in the soul, and 80
saves it from sin, to be eifected?" At the place at the
moment before us, he replies, as we have already seen him
elaborately arguing elsewhere, "The witnesses of the New
Testament answer with one voice- by believing the gospel." III His prep088888ion at the moment, however, is to
show that this faith is not exercised in our own strength,
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but is the gift of God. It is "an act: of the heart of man,
possible to all, and in the highest sense obligatory on all,
but actually existing only when God in His sovereign mercy,
gives special grace." "He has forgiven all, and sent the
Spirit of grace to all, and so has left all utterly without
excuse for remaining unreconciled; but He has given faith
only to them whom He chOEJe in Jesus Christ before the
world began." 218 It may be this teaching which he has in
mind when he protests against Dixon's representat'ion 214
of his doctrine of how we arrive at salvation from sin.
Dixon says in effect that he teaches that we have only to
believe, and it is done. In the passages that have been before us Noyes apparently teaches just that. But he also
teaches that we do not acquire holiness directly by faith;
but it as well as faith is a gift of God.
For Noyes, like other perfectionists, has a first aUlI a
second conversion.2U Only he does not make the second
a mere repetition of the first, seeking an additional blessing. It is a radically different transaction. The first is
"an action or purpose of our own, a voluntary movement."
The second is an effect wrought on us. We do the one; we
suffer the other. The one is "proximately our own work;
the second, the operation of God." By the first' we become
disciples; by the second the children of God. It is only by
the second that we receive " deliverance from all sin ": and
on this teaching it is quite true that we do not merely have
to believe - and it is done. Deliverance from sin is a
gift of God, given to none but believers, it is true, but not
acquired by faith. The inevitable question is, of course,
raised whether it is imperative that these two stages in the
process of salvation from sin must be traversed, or we may
pass "from a state of irreligion" directly to "perfect:
holiness." 110 The reply is that it is at least "a general
principle" that "men by their first conversion are introduced into sinful discipleship," and "reach perfect holiness only by a second conversion." But it is added that
the facts seem to require the admission" that some have
puaed directly from irreligion to perfect holiness." This
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is translated in a new paragraph into the explanation that
while in the order of nature a. twofold process is neceRSary,
the interval may be shortened 80 that to all intentR and
purposes no time intervenes. And it may be, it is added,
that after a while this may become the regular experience.
The height of the perfection thus secured, we must remind
ourselves, is manifested not only in itR completeness acrording to itR idea, but also in its indefectibility. It is
Noyes's constant teaching- a teaching by which he differentiates his perfectionism from that of others - that
perfection once secured is secure.
Thus, for example,
writing of the New Covenant,2lT he tells us that, first it
secures salvation from sin, interpreting this as "perfect
sanctification," and then secondly, it secures salvation from
sin forever" - adding further that this is really to speak
repetitiously, "for salvation from sin, in the proper signification of the expression, is salvation from sin fOre\"'er."
It is the characteristic of the new covenant, he says, that
God secures the fultlllment of iiB requirementR, - disposing men's heam to fultlll them.
The second conversion is coincident - or rather is identical- with the second birth; by the one as by the other we
are said to become the children of God and free from all
sin. 218 To become sons of God by this new birth means
jU!~t what is meant by being united with Christ, as we
have already !IreD that idea expounded. It iR, now, Christ
that lives in us, and it is no more we that live: all that we
do He does through us, and thus our total life manifestation perfectly corresponds with His will. We are, as in
this view we must be, just as perfect as Christ is. And of
course we are just as spontaneous in our holy activities
as He is. As it is absurd to suppose Him governed in His
conduct by the preceptR of an external law, so it is absnrd
to suppose us, His children, and the organs of His activities, to require or to be subject! to au external law. The
children of Christ, just because they are perfectly holy and
perfectly secure in their holiness, are also emancipated from
the law and need not that any should teach them. Of
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themselves they do that which is right. Noyes naturally
desires not to be thought of as an antinomian. It is not
antinomianism that he teaches, he says,2l& but" anti-legality." He believes that the law, - the whole law, moral as
well as ceremonial - has been abolished for the sons of
God. But this does not mean that we have escaped beyond the government of God; it means only that the instrument through which He governs us has been changed
- from law to grace. He even says tbJat the" standard
of the holiness which constitutes the ultimate object of
God's government" has suffered no alteration. Only" the
measures which God chooses to employ to effect that object" have been chan~l. The children of God neglect
law not because they desire to be free to sin; but precisely
because they have no desire to sin and do not require law
to restrain them from it. It is the way of holiness, not of
sin, that they pursue; and they pursue it because it has
become their second nature and they cannot do otherwise.
They do not transgress the law but have transcended it.
They are not seeking "an easy mode of escaping the
necessity of works," but have found "the only and the
sure foundation of such works as will survive the fire of
judgment." 220
Now, Noyes says,221 " regeneration or salvation from sin,"
!bat is perfection, "is the incipient stage of the resurrection." We are married to Christ, he reasons, m and the
status of the wile, of course, follows that of the husband:
since Christ has risen from the dead, we therefore are living
the resurrected life. We have passed from the carnal into
the resurrection state; from this world into the heavenly
world; "our state and relations are as fully changed, as
the idea of a translation from earth to heaven demands."
"Believers by fellowship with Christ in His resurrection,
are released from the beggarly elements and carnal ordinanc~ of that worldly sanctuary which they have left."
Weare freed, then, from sin; and we are freed from the
law - for law "cannot carry its claim beyond death";
and we are freed, indeed, even from death itself - at first,
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from its sting, but not its form, since men were so fal'
within the territory of him that has the power of death
thaf they are slow to e8Ca.pe from its form; but this too is
coming.
"The intent of the Gospel," we are told in
another place,228 "was, and is, to take people out of this
wicked world into a state beyond death, in which the believer is spiritually with Christ in the resurrection, and
hence is free from sin and law, and all the temporary relations of the moral state." The church has its "standing"
therefore now "in a posthumous state"; a posthumous
state which may also be called" the angelic stata" In this
angelic state, as is natural, different conditions obtain from
those of the carnal state in which we have hitherto lived,
and "free social relations are to be inaugurated as soon as
existing obligations can be disposed of."
When he wrote these words, Noyes was thinking of the
abolition of marriage in the "resurrection'" or "angelic"
state, in accordance with Matt. xxii. 26-30, which he absurdly reads as the proclamation of the reign of promiscuity in this state,2U thus throwing a lurid light on his contention that the abolishment of the law in the resurre<'tion
state is not that evil may be done, but that good. may be
done spontaneously. In this case at least the law is simply
reversed and made to read, Thou shalt have thy neighbor's
wife. It is not, however, merely a relaxation of morals
which Noyes finds in the" resurrected" state. He finds
in it also, as has been already incidentally noted, nothing
less than "the abolition of death" ibJelt, - although he
recognizes that this "is to come as the last result of
Christ's victory over sin and death." 221 And it is to be
noted that it is precisely through the abolition of marriage
-that is to say, the institution of promiscuity in the relations of the sexes - that the abolition of death is to
come. "Death is to be abolished, and to this end, there
must be a restoration of true relations between the
sexes." 120 When what he has to say on this point is
weighed, the underlying meaning appears to be that sexual
promiscuity il1l absolutely essential to the existence of a
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eommunistic society, and the abolition of death is to result from the removal in a communistic society of the
wearing evils which in the present mode of social organization bring men to exhaustion and death. 22T Remove these
evils which kill man, and man will cease to die. Communism, that is, is conceived as so great a panacea that it not
only cures all the evils of life, but brings also immortality;
and there seems to 00 no reason for a man to die in a
eommunistic society.
Running through the four great
evils in which he sums up the CUl'Se8 which amict life in
our present social organization, Noyes says: "First we
abolish sin" - that is by entering through faith into a
perfect life: "then shame" - that is by practicing free
love; "then the curse on woman of exhausting child-bearing" - that is by nsing his recipe for birth control; "then
the curse on man of exhausting labor" - that is through
community labor, in the attractive association of the
sexes; "and so we arrive regularly at the tree of life."
All "the antecedents of death" are remo,'ed; and so, of
eourse, death itself. "Reconcilia.tion with God opens the
way for the reconciliation of the sexes; reconciliation of
the sexes emancipates woman, and opens the way for vital
society. Vital society increases strength, diminishes work,
and makes labor attractive, thus removing the antecedentM
of death." Perfectionism, free love, community in industry
in happy association - take these things and you will not
die. At the bottom lies nothing other than the amazing
assumption that communistic association, if you can only
achieve it, will bring immortality. All the other steps are
only the means to communism.
We have permitted onrselves to 00 drawn aside floom the
purely theological aspects of this matter by Noyes's own
later mode of speaking of it. His doctrine of the abolition
of death dates, however, from the spring of 18.14, the
period when he fonned his theological system;' and he
wrote of it frequently before he became engrossed in the
actual experiment of communism. He gives us a full account of the origin of it in his mind in an article written
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in 1844. m On one occasion, he says, when he sat down to
write, his mind wandered off to the subject of the resurrection. He explains:-" The Gospel which I had received
and preached was based on the idea that faith identifies
the soul with Christ, so that by his death and resurrection,
the believer dies and rises again, not literally, nor yet
figuratively, but spiritually; and thus, so far as sin is concerned, is placed beyond the grave, in 'heavenly pla(-e8'
with Christ." This was the doctrine of the "New York
Perfectionists." and, carrying it beyond its application to
the cessation of sin, they derived from it their notion of
"spiritual wives" as Noyes was just at this moment deducing from it his notion of sexual promiscuity. But
Noyes continues: " I now began to think that I had given
this idea but half its legitimate scope. I had availed myself of it for the salvation of my soul. Why should it not
be carned out to the redemption of the body' • . . The
question came home with imperative force - 'Why ought
I not to avail myself of Christ's resurrection fully, and by
if overcome death as well as sin?' . . . I 80Ught that
identity with Ohrist by which I might realize his emancipation from death, as well for my body as for my soul;
that I might with Him see death behind me - the 'debt
of nature' paid. What I sought I obtained." He plays a
little with the difference between "deliverance from the
spiritual power of death," and from "the act of dying."
He will not affirm that he will "never die." But he asks,
Why should he die? And he asserts that he is "not a
debtor to the devil even in regard to the form of dying."
And" this I know," he says, " that if I live till the King.
dom of God comes, which I believe is near, I shall never
die in fact or in form." This was written in September,
1844; and on June 1, 1847, it was solemnly declared by
Noyes and his whole community, by unanimous resolution
"as the confession and testimony of the believers aR8eUlbled," precisely "that the Kingdom of God has come."
After that they were not to die.
The confidence of the p0S8e88ion of a dea.thlet:t8 life, thus
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expressed, is grounded on a purely spiritual experience.
The anticipation elaborately argued a generation later that
the practice of communism would confer immortality on
men, is drawn chiefly from materialistic considerations.
Must we see in this difference an index of the downward
growth through the years? Fantastic always, fanatic
always, must we say of Noyes, - he once was religious;
now he is secularized? No doubt this was the direction of
his growth. But there is a form of religion which is worse
than any secularism: men's religions are often their worst
crimes. And there are forms of secularism which approach
religion in their nobility - though Noyes's secularism can
hardly find a place among them. These are the salient
facts to keep well in mind: All that was salacious in his
secularism, Noyes found a sanction for in his religion; and
all that was bad in his religion was already in it in 18.'34.
We cannot think there ever was a time when Noyes's influence was wholesome, or when it was creditable to his
associates that they had attached themselves to him or
found profit or pleasure in his teachings. That he did not
draw men of light and leading fo him causes us no surprise. What astonishes us is that men like Charles H.
Weld and James Boyle were temporarily aRsociated with
him; and that even a William Lloyd Garrison found in him
something to admire and imitate. A tact so remarkable
ought nof to be passed by without remark.220
Garrison appears to have been familiar with Noyes's
Perfectionist movement and an admiring reader of his
journal practically from its beginning. Personal acquaintance was instituted when Noyes called on him at the antislavery office at Bosfun in March, 1837. In describing the
interview, Noyes says that he "found Garrison, Stanton,
Whittier and other leading abolitionists warmly engaged in
a dispute about political matters."
"I heard them
quietly," he continues, "and when the meeting broke up
I introduced myself to Garrison. He spoke with interest
of the Perfectionist; said his mind was heaving on the
subject of Holiness and the Kingdom of Heaven, and he
Vol. LXXVIII.
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would devote himself to them aa soon aa he could get
anti-slavery off his hands. I spoke to him especially of
the government and found him, aa I had expected, ripe for
the loyalty of heaven." Noyes waa not fhe man to fail to
strike such iron when it waa hot. He at once addressed
Garrison a letter in which he BOught to push home whatever advantage he had gained in the interview. In this
letter he announced his emancipation from "all allegiance
to the government of the United States," and declared war
upon it, - "a country which, by its boasting hypocrisy,"
he said, " haa become the laughing-stock of the world, and,
by its lawlessness, haa fully proved the incapacity of man
for self-government." "My hope of the millennium," he
declared, "begins where Dr. Beecher's expires - viz., at
the overthrow of this nation.." The times seemed to him to
be ripening to the issue; which would come" in a convulsion like that of France." He calls therefore on the
abolitionists to "abandon a government whose President
haa declared war upon them." Then turning to the special fish he wished to fry, he adds: - "Allow me to suggest
that you will set Anti-Slavery in the sunshine only by
making it trihutary to Holiness, and you will most a88urOOly throw it into the shade which now covers Colonization,
if you suffer it to occupy the ground, in your own mind, or
in others', which ought to be occupied by unwer3al emafI.Cipation f"om sm. . . . I counsel you and the people who
are with you, it you love the post of honor - the forefront
of the battle of righteousness - to set your faces towards
perfect holiness. Your station is one that gives you power
over the nations. Your city is on a high hill If you plant
the standard of perfect holiness where you Rtand, many will
see and flow to it." .
That Garrison should have been affected by this empty
rhetoric is aatonishing; but he was, deeply and laatingly.
Noyes's phrases and representations lingered in his memory: he quoted from them publicly, and publicly spoke of
their author as "an esteemed friend," whose words had
"deeply atl'ected his mind." He even made Noyes's anti-
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government and perfectionist ideas his own. No wonder
that the soberer friends of the anti-slavery agitation took
alarm and sought to dissociate the movement from what
were, and were likely to be, Garrison's personal vagaries.
And little wonder that those who already were full of
outTage at Garrison's "ultraisms," attributed to him this
further "ultraism," - his friend and mentor-'s doctrine of
sexual promiscuity.
In doing this they were happily
wrong. Garrison'8 infatuation for Noyes had limits, and
did not carry him into this cesspool. He repudiated the
imputation with passion, and was led, in the end, to explain that his perfectionism was not the perfectionism of
Noyes, but that of Asa Mahan, whose book on "The Scripture Doctrine of Christian Perfection" was opportunely
published' in 1839. He permits to appear in the Liberator
in December, 1839, a communication in which it is said of
him: "But some say he is a Perfectionist, and believes
that, let him do what he will, it is no sin. That is false.
His views on the subject of holiness are in unison with
thOl!l6 of Mr. Mahan." That is to say, although asserting the
attainability of perfection in this life, and the duty of all'
to attain it, he did not advance with Noyes to Antinomian
contentions. "If," says he, writing in self-defense in 1841,
"what we have heard of the sayings and doings of the
perfectionists, especially those residing in Vermont, be
true, they have certainly turned the grace of God into
licentiousness, and given themselves over to a reprobate
mind." But, he adds, "whatever may be the conduct of
these perfectionists, the duty which they enjoin~ the ceasing from all iniquity, at once and forever, is certainly what
God requires, and what cannot be denied without extreme
hardihood and profligacy of spirit. It is reasonable and
therefore atfainable. If men cannot help sinning, they
are not guilty in attempting to serve two masters. If
they ton, then it cannot be a dangerous doctrine to preach;
and he is a rebel against the government of God who advocates an opposite doctrine." Thus, although Noyes contributed to that great accumulation of " ultraistic " notions
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which filled (jarrison's mind, he could not attach him to
his "sect." It is Bot without its interest, meanwhile, to
find Garrison among the PerfectionistS, and indeed, to tell
the whole truth, vigorously engaged in the perfectionist
. propaganda. It might almost be said that there was no
" ultraism It current in his day which he did not in some
measure embrace.280
NOTES
Dixon and His Copyists, p. 20 .
•,. The numbers given are not always exactly the same: we are
follOwing here the Hand Book of the Oneida Community for 1875.
According to that Hand iBook the members on January I, 1849,
numbered 87; Feb. 20, 1851, 172; year later, 206; in 1875. 298.
mnds (ed. 2, p. 176) gives the numbers, Jan. 1, 1849, 87; Jan. 1,
1860, 174; Feb. 20, 1861, 206; In 1876, 298; In 1878, 306.
W Of course his own wife and his brother's wife and his sisters'
two husbands are to be added to this quartette, raising It to an
octette, which constituted about a fourth (or a fifth) of the whole
promiscuous community. Noyes was married on June 28, 1858,
and he plumed himself vastly on having, In doing so, made it per·
fectly plain to his partner that the marriage was not to be interpreted as an .. exclusive" union, but left room for the" complex
marriage" Into which he led her eight years later. We are not
sure that he made It plain. The language In which he expresses
himself In what Is perhaps, on that hypothesis, the most remarkable proposal of marriage ever made, Is studiedly ambiguous. We
do not know how far the lady addressed was prepared by previous
knowledge to Interpret It in Its extremest sense. In that sense, It
Is a repetition of the .. Battle Axe Letter of two years earlier.
The proposal was made In a letter dated June 11, 1838, and may
be read either In Eastman, as cited, pp. 133 ft., or in Dixon's New
America, vol. U. pp. 236 ft.
11< This contrariety is, for example, elaborately argued In Bible
Communism (1863), p. 7, where Fourier's principle of .. attraction"
is rejected and the principle of .. community of goods" Is asserted over against it. The two systems, it Is explained, begin
at opposite ends. Fourier begins .. with Industrial organization
and physical improvement, expecting that a true religion and the
true relation of the sexes wlll be found three or four hundred
years hence." Noyes begins .. with religion and reconciliation of
the sexes, and expects that industrial reform and physical improvement wUl follow
and that speedlly. ThJ.a Is said over
again with even more elaboration and emphasis In American Soclallsms (1870), p. 630.
111
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111 The Atlantic Monthly, Oct. 1883, p. 588.
.. It argued superior
courage," he says, speakiDg ot Albert Brisbane's advocacy ot Fourierlsm, - .. to advocate the adoption ot Fourier's system, to even
a limited extent, with his books lying before the world, only detended by the thin vefl of the French language. The Stoic said,
Forbear; Fourier said, Indulge. Fourier was of the opinion ot
St. Evremond; abstinence trom pleasure appeared to him a great
sIn." .. It was easy," he says again, .. to toresee the tate of this
fine system In any eerlous and comprehensive attempt to set It
on toot In this country. As BOOn as our people got wind ot the
doctrine ot marriage held by this master, It would tall at once Into
the hands ot a lawless crew, who would flock In throngs to 80 tair
a game, and Uke the dreams ot poetic people in the first outbreak.
ot the old French Revolution, 80 theirs would disappear In a sltme
of mire and blood."
ut FourIer's doctrine ot the relation ot the se][es Is su1llclently
explained at pp. 647 ff. of the very illuminating account ot Fourier
and his theories by Arthur J. Booth, printed In the Fortnightly
RevIew tor 1872 (vol. J:lt. pp. 680 ff. and 673 ff.) .
• IT Ct. the statement In Charles Nordhoff, The Communistic Societies ot the United States (1878), pp. 276-277; alBd EBtlake,
p. 90.
111 The general sltu~tlon brought It about, however, as EBtlak.e,
p. 90, naively puts It, that .. Ute became a state ot continuous courtshIp," both women and men seeking always to attract one another.
u' Ct. Nordhoff, as cited, 'II. 276.
120 As cited, p. 649.
l:t Ct. Nordhoff, p.
276; EsUake, p. 54-65.
" .. One savIng clause was Indeed admitted in hla regulations:
"persons are not obliged, under any circumstances, to receive the
attentions ot those whom they do not Uke" (Nordhoff, p. 276) .
... Ct. Bible Communism, chap. Iv., and American Socfallams,
p. 632.
... Essay on Sclentlfio Propagation (no date), pp. 32; Nordhoff
conjectures .. about 1873" tor Its date.
". An odd tormal inconsistency results trom Noyes's insistence,
on the one hand, that an marriage Is abol1shed In the Kingdom
of Heaven In accordance with the SaViour's declaration that there
shall be no marriage or glVlng tn marriage tn It (e.g. The Berean,
p. 431), and his equal Insistence that the arrangements In his
community amounted to and were In effect a binding marrlageonly a .. complex," not an Individual marriage.
'''' Amencan Soclallama, p. 639, ct. Hinds, second section, p. 183.
," Bible Communism, p. 52 .
... American Soclalfams, p. 625.
... Ibid., p. 6U.
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"P.63".
1&1 What Is said In Bible CommunlllDl (1863), p. 201, taken from
The Circular, for 1862, Is acarcely consistent with what Is said In
American SoelallllDlB (1870), pp. 628, 63", and Is probably only an
unconsidered apologetic usertlon.
III In Bible CommunlllDl
(1863), pp. IH fr., we find a distinct
minimizing of the sin of adultery.
... American Soclallsms, p. 616 .
... W. A. Hlnda, ed. 2, pp. 169 fr.: we are drawing from his narrative.
.. Spiritual Magazine, Oct. 16, 18"7, cited by Eastman, pp. 186 f.
C%. the full account of the details of the miracle by all the participants In It, In The Spiritual Magazine, Sept. 16, 180&7, transcribed by Eutman, pp. 187 fro
... Mary Cr&g1n's name should not be passed by without some
notice. The accession of George Cragin and his wife (with a
child) to Noyes's community was obviously felt by Noyes himself
.and the community at large to be an event of great Importance.
Even In the brief account of the Community which he gives In
his American Soclallsms he notes It. .. Gradually a little school
of belleven gathe'red around him. His ftrat permanent aaeoeIatell
were his mother, two sister., and a brother. Then came the wives
of himself and his brother, and the husband. of his sisters. Then
came George Cragin and his famlly from New York, and from
time to Ume other tamUles and Individuals from various plaeee"
(p. 616). The Craglns are the only persons he mentions by name.
Similarly Hinds (ed. 2, p. 167), after mentioning the aceeealon of
J. L. Skinner, who married one of Noyes's Sisters, adds: .. The
next Important accession was that of the Cragin famUy, consisting
of George Cragin and wife and child, In September, 18"0. Mr. Cragin had been a merchant of New York City, the General Publishing
Agent of the Advocate 01 Moral Relon'l, a co-Iaborer of John Mc:Dowell In reform work, and a revivalist under Chas. G. Finney.
His wife had been a teacher and a Sunday School worker In New
York City, and a zealous revivalist. Mr. Noyes never had mora
active and willing helpers." We are not told here, however, the
Whole story or that part of It which connected these people with
Noyes. This part Is that, while still at work as revlvallsta In New
York, they became perfectionists and accepted Noyes as their
leader. Then they became Inmates of the house at Rondout of
Abram C. Smith, a fellow perfectionist of Methodist antecedents,
who owned some such relation as their own to Noyes. Then Smith
made Mary Cragin his .. Spiritual Wife," or, to be more explicit,
his mistress. Noyes, In accordance with his custom In dealing
with such eases, disapproved of the relation and stemly rebuked
Smith. The result was that the Craglns found their way Into
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Noyes's community, where Mr.. Cragin occupied the position of
matron. The whole sordid story was told at great length by Cragin himself In the Oneida Circular and has been made acceealble
to all by being reprinted (Noyes says, .. with slight alterations")
In Dl:J::on's Spiritual Wives. The facta were, however, perfectly
well known Independently of Cragin's narrative (cf. Eastman, p.
430). It seems probable that It 1.8 Mary Cragin whom ABa Mahan
means when (Autobiography [1861], p. 239) he tells of a .. professedly Chrl.8Uan woman" In New York, In, say 1836, who told
him: .. I attend church not from any good I expect from the servIces. but as an example to others. These ministers cannot teach
me; I understand the whole subject already." She bad, he says.
.. been very acUve and influential In the revivals."
Years attar
that," he adds, "I heard of her as a blubbering Perfectionist, practicing, It was belleved, the abominations of the sect." With reference to John R. McDowell and the Advocate of Moral Reform,
perhaps this notice by D. L. Leonard (The Story of Oberlin [1898],
p. 72, ct. 303) wUl be enough:
In 1830-4 McDowell undertook a
well·meant but unwisely conducted work In behalf of fallen women
In New York, which soon ended In failure and bitter sorrow to
himself, but also out of which grew a wlde-Bpread and lasting
movement for 'moral reform' whose equivalent is found ID our
day enfolded in the phrase, Boclal purity." For a contemporary
estimate of thlB movement and ita methods, see an article on·
Moral Reform Societies" In The Literary and Theological Review, for Dec. 1836, pp. 614 ft.
-Hlnda (ed. 2, p. 170) writes thua: "Events followed this
confession In Quick Buccesslon of such a character as to convince
those making It that the heavens had approved It, and welcomed
them Into new and more vital relatioDs with their spiritual superiors, and they did not hesitate to make a present personal appll·
cation of ChrlBt's promises of miraculous power to those who
believe In Him. Many of the Putney believers testlfled that they
had personally experienced miraculous healing, with and without
the laying on of hands." Thull, as late as 1902, It was still claimed
among Noyes's followers that heaven had by visible testimonies
set Ita seal of approval on the promiscuity at Putney!
,It The fullest and beBt account of the miracles of thl.8 date Is
given by Eastman, pp. 186 ft.; cf. also Hinda (ed. 2), p. 170. Also
in general Nordhoft, p. 272.
... Ita publication was suspended, Nov. 23, 184-7. We Bay su&pended because it was soon resumed at Oneida Reserve. Noyes
himself says In the iuue of Aug. 6, 1848 (Eastman, p. 66): .. It
is su1Bclent to say here, that the immediate cause of the suppnwslon of our paper at Putney was a resolution paued at an • Indl&'"
nation meeUng' of the citizenS of that place, denouncing our
U
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production as licentious, and requiring an Immediate stoppage of
our preu."
,.. Eastman, p. 68.
,ft Eastman (pp. 36 ft.) glVell a full account of the crtm1na1 proceedings against NOYell, and prints In full the court record.
'42 Noyes and his trtends naturally retorted on the Putney people
with abuse. In the Second Annual Report of the Oneida Association (1860), p. 23, It Is declared that Putney does not present .. an
average specimen of the clvtllzatlon or the country," and .. the
transactions of 1847" are characterized as fool1sh," mean,"
and "brutal!' It was a ground of great congratulation to the
Oneida people that they were able a few years later to find some
sort of a footing In Putney again. Hinde (ed. 2, pp. 17G-171) atates
the facta as follows:
In leu than three years a .colony community was established at Putney, which was malntalned there tor
five years, tree from every disturbance, and many regrets were spressed when all the Community's property there was sold and the
final exodus of the Perfectionists took place." An annotator of
the pamphlet called The Oneida Community; Its Relation to Orthodoxy, which appears to have been published about 1912, I. not
contented with so bare a statement. We read (p. 14): - " The
Inhabitants of Putney - ashamed of their bigotry and oomtng to
apprectate the ueefulneu and exalted moral goodneea of the
Oneida Community - soon Invited them back, .and a branch of
the Community thenceforth existed at Putney (as at other placell)
for some years, unttl a policy of concentration absorbed Into the
parent soclety at Oneida all the branches except the one at WallIngford (Connecticut)."
UI The document la publ1shed by Eatman, pp. 187-196•
.., Edition 2, p. 173. The .language of the call seema to have been
for the purpose of aCQuaintance, acknowledgment of each other,
and colSperatlon" (Eastman, p. 140).
,.. They are prtntedln full In Eastman, p. 142; and the ftret part
of them In Hinds, ed. 2, pp. 173-114.
"'Hinds, ed. 2, p. 174.
m Eaatman, p. 141. .
'" Spiritual Ma.gasine, Oct. 6, 1841, as quoted by Eastman, p. 141.
tt. . . On the same day that the exodus from Putney commenced
(Nov. 26, 1841), practical movements were being made by Perfectionists of the same faith toward the formation of a Community at Oneida, Madison Co., N. Y. The Putney exiles joined these
brethren and on the first day of the following March the Oneida
Community was fully organized" (Handbook of the Oneida Community [1867], p. 10).
,tt pp. 616-616.
10' .. The gathering or the Community or Oneida was due to the
If

If

If

If
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hospitable Invitation of Jonathan Burt, who Possessed a few acres
of land and a rude saw-mill on Oneida Creek" (Oneida Community: 1848-1901 [n.d.], p. 6).

)

lA2 Ed. 2, pp. 175-176.
'''Ibid., p. 175.
,.. Hinds, ed. 2, p. 189. Ct. further details of the work In 1868,
American Soclaliams, pp. 342 f.
'51 So we are explicitly told in an annotation to the extract from
F. A. Bisbee's article on .. Communistic Societies in the United
States" in The Politica!' Science Quarterly for Dec. 1905, printed
In G. W. Noyes'B The Oneida Community: ita Relation to Orthodoxy, p. 15.
1M He himself tells us
(The Nation, Sept. 11, 1879, p. 173) that
his father accused him of .. Positivism "; and Eatlake (pp. 9 ft.)
confirmB this by telling us that he had paBBed .. beyond the pale
. of certain phaseB of ChristianitY."
.., Estlake, p. 13.
.. s Feb. 20, 1879.
,. As quoted.
,. Hinds, ed. 2, p. 197.
'u He died, In Niagara Falls, Canada, April 13, 1866, aged. 74.
He was nearly 68 when he retired to canada.
,II American Soclalist, Aug. 28, 1879, quoted in EtlUake, p. 86;
ct. Hinds, ed. 2, p. 202.
,. August 28, 1879.
• 11 HoW' the matter was looked at within the community may be
perceived from the following passage from A. Estlake's book (p. 46) :
.. There Is no law under which the Oneida community could have
been interfered with; so they were sate from any action under
('x!stlng statutes; but the Presbyterian Church, led on by Professor Mears of Ham1lton Colleg(', who for years had been an unswerving foe to the Community, had organized a movement, with
Bishop Huntington at Ita head, to obtain special legislation agatnat
them at Albany. It Mears had succeeded, It IB Impossible to conjecture how a band of unprinclpled lawyerB and pollticlanB might
have robbed our members, nor to what ('nent ruin and hardship
might have been entailed upon the aged and children of the community. It was the leader's duty, therefore, to protect them In
the best way that he could. Complications had arisen within
the Community that rendered the task more d1fll.cult, but he
completely disarmed the opposition from without by a graceful
conceulon to public prejudice. and then prepared himself for consideration of the beBt planB that could be devised for the BUcceeeful winding uP' of the communlBtic experiment, - a winding-up,
which, In the very nature of things, had become Inevitable."
'II ThIB was fully understood In the Community, and In the pa.s-
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sage from Estlake, quoted in the Immediately preceding note, Is
treated as Intended. In winding up the Community, Noyes chose
this method 110 as to obtain time and freedom for winding It up
to the beet advantage. Cf. Hinds, ed. 2, p. 206.
HI Hinda, ed. 2, p. 204 .
• Of Ibid., p. 206 .
•• Essays on Questions of the Day (ed. 2, 1894-), pp. 8 fr.
HI He has dlllcull8ed the matter, e.g., In the forty",*venth chapter
of his American Soclallsms, pp. 646-667.
'IOP. 666.
m ElJ/I8.Ys on Questions of the Day (ed. 2, 1894), p. 372 .
• TO Bible Communism (1863), p. 83.
u·Ibid., p. 11 .
•10 Noyes himself tells us (American Socla11ama, p. 616) that the
.. rel1gfous theory" of the Community ta beat read In The Berean
(1847); and It emerges that the members of the Community looked
upon The Berean as little less than an inspired book (see, e.g.,
Eastman, p. 60). There Is an escellent account of Noyes'. doctrinal system, derived from The Berean, In The New Englander,
vol. vi. (1846) pp. 177-194 (by J. B. Warren). A useful account
of it will be found alllO In Eastman, pp. 309 ft .
... Handbook of the Oneida Community (1867) .
• 10 Bible Communism (1863), p. 7.
•n These may both be read In Eastman as cited, pp. 309 fr., 315 ft.;
and the former of them Is printed In C. G. Finney, Lectures on
Systematic Theology, vol. 11. (1847) pp. 167 ft .
... The Perfectionist, Feb. 22, 1848, Eastman, p. 316 .
... Bible Communism (1863), p. 36 .
.. Eastman, p. 224 .
... Ibid., p. 324.
III The Berean, p. 6; Eastman, p. 326.
III .. The Holy Spirit," he say. (The Berean, p. 3), "ta not a
dlatinct person but an emanation from the Father and the Son."
... TIle Berean, p. 488; The New Englander, as cited, p. 180.
.. Eastman, p. 326.
•• Ibid., p. 332.
• Of The Berean, p. 67.
HI The Berean, p. 96.
It I. a crotchet in hla doctrine of creation
that he teaches, on the ground of Heb. xl. 3, that It was wrought
by faith on God's part. His motive for thla Impoaalble interpret&tlon of the passage was apparently to escape having to allow that
.. we understand by faith." It la amazing that Thomas C. Upham
repeats thla absurd exegesis of Heb. xl. 3 (Divine Union [1867],
pp. 32ft.).
HI The Berean, pp. 97 ft .
... In struggllng with his incomplete theodlcy Noyes IIOmetimes
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apeaka of a necessity being laid on God .. by the existence of uncreated evil" to permit evil to Invade His creation. He does nothIng to Bhow In what Buch a neeeaaity 1s grounded, however, except
by pointing to the exigencies of the conftlct between good and evil.
III The Derean, pp. 104 fl.
.. Ibtd., p 112.
'"lbttJ., p. 127.
• Ibill., p. 149.
-lbtll., p. 149.
.. Ibid., p. 113.
"' Ibtd., p. 122.
... IbttJ., p. 115.
"Ibtd., p. 129.
- Ibtd., p. 150.
.. Jbid.., pp. 106 f.
.. Ibtd., p. 136.
..... The BeCOnd coming," 8&1S Noyes (The Derean, p. 288), .. was
an event In the spiritual, not In the natural world." It was .. a
spiritual manlfeBtation" (PaUl'B PrIze, p. 10). It means Christ's
.. coming In the power of judgment, to reckon with, reward and
punish those to whom He delivered the gospel at his first comIng" (The Derean, p. 275). It Is the .. day of judgment for the
primitive church and the Jewish nation" - not the final judgment, for there are two Judgments corresponding to the two great
hUman families, Jews and Gentiles. .. The Bible· describes two
dlapensaUonB of Christ, two resurrections, two judgments, one of
which Is past and .the other future" (p. 33). The common view,
he says, seea only the future judgment; many perfectionists see
only the past.
... The Derean, p. 167.
III Ibid., p. 173.
M
Jbid.., pp. 162 fl.
"'lbttJ.
.. Ibid., P 169.
III Ibid., p. 176.
"Ibid., pp. 170 f.
IH New America, vol. 11. p. 227 .
.. Ibtd., pp. 182 fl.
... The Berean, pp. 237 fl.
• Ibi4., p. 184.
"'Ibid., p. 238, note.
tI'lbid., p. 187.
tiT Ibid., pp. 142 fl.
m Ibtd., p. 226, e.g., the BeCOnd birth Is said to be a state of complete salvation from sin .
... IbU., p. 218.
-Ibtd., p. 178.
III American Soelallsms, p. 622, resuming The Derean, p. 155 .
... The Derean, p. 265.
m Bible Communism (1853), pp. 75 fl.
... Ibid., pp. 26 fl.
.. American Soclalfsms, p. 633.
-Ibtd., p. 629, summarizing Bible Communism .
... American Soelallsms, p. 636.
.. The Perfectionist of Sept. 7, 1844, quoted by iCastman, pp.
343 fl. Eastman gives a very full account of Noyes's teaching on
the subject.
- For what follows we have drawn on the detailed narrative of
William Lloyd Garrison: The Story of His Life told by his Chll·
dren, vols. 11.-111. (1885, 1889). The passages drawn upon may be
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Mslly turned up from the excellent Indices. The narrative Is tully
documented and the references given. A brief summary account
will be found In Goldwin Smith's The Moral Crusade: William
Lloyd Garrison (1892), chap. Ix.
.. Noyes made the freest poealble use of the press for the exposftlon and propagation of his theories. He maintained a periodIcal practically continuously from the beginning to the end of hl8
career. This periodical bore 8uccessively the following titles:
The Perfeetlonl8t (1884), The Wltneu (1836-43), The Perfectionist
(1848-46), The Spiritual Magaztne (1847-60), The Free Church
Circular (1850-61), The Circular (1851-71), The Oneida CIrcular
(1871-74), The American Socialist (from 1875). Of separate pu~
Ucatlons emanating from the community, the following, moat of
them from the pen of Noye8 himself, have met our eye:-Paul Not
Carnal, or Chr18t1anlty Full Redemption from Sin, exhibited In an
exposition of Romans vlU. 7-25 (1834); The Way of Holiness; a
Series of Papers published In The Perfectionl8t (1838); Salvation
from Sin, the End of Chr18t1an FaIth (Edition seen, 1876, but often
before); The Berean: a Manual for the Help of those who Seek
the FaIth of the Primitive Church (1847); ConfeaaloDB of John
H. Noyes, Part First; or a Confeaalon of Religious Experience
(1849); First Annual Report of the Oneida A.a8oc1atlon (1849);
Second Annual Report of the Oneida Aaaoel8t1on (1850); Third
Annual Report of the Oneida Aaaoclatlon (1851); Bible Commun18m: a Compilation from The Annual Reports and other Publica·
tlons of the Oneida AB80clation and Its Branches, presenting, In
connection with their History, a Summary View of their Rellglou8 and Social Theories (1853. Noyes uniformly speaks of Bible
Communl8m as publl8hed In 1848: the edition of 1863 Is the only
one we have seen); HandrBook of the Oneida Community, with a
a Sketch of Its Founder and an Outllne of Its Constitution and
Doctrines (1867); Male Continence (1872. We have seen only the
8econd edition, 1877); Eaaay on Sclentl1l.c Propagation (n.d.); History of American Socla1l8ma (1870); DIxon and His COpyl8ts, a
Criticism of the Accounts of the Oneida Community In .. New
Amerlea." .. Spiritual Wives" and Kindred Publications (1871);
Home-Talks by John Humphrey Noyes, edited by Alfred Barton
and George Noyes MlIIer; Paul'8 Prize [reprint of a Home Talk
by J. H. Noyes] (n.d.); Hand-Book of the Oneida Community
(1876); Mutual Crltlcl8m (1876). There may be added the followlng:-Falth Facts: or a ConfesSion of the Kingdom of God
and the Age of Miracles, edited by George Cragin (1850); Favorite
Hymn8 for Community Singing (1866); The Trapper'8 Guide. By
S. Newhouse and other Trappers and Sportsmen (1867); Oneida
Community Cooking, or a DInner without Meat, by Harriet H.
Skinner (1873); Oneida Community: 1848-1901 (n.d.); The Oneida
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Community: Its relation to Orthodoxy: being an outline of the
Religious and Theological A1Iinlties of the Most Advanced Experiment in applied Ethics ever made In any Age or Country. By G. W.
N[oyes], a member of the Oneida Community from Birth (n.d. but
apparently 1912). The following accounts of the Oneida Community and discussions of the prinCiples involved, seem to be the most
worthy of note:-J. P. Warren, .. Putney Perfectionism," in The
New Englander, vol. vi. (April, 1848) pp. 177-194. An excellent
article. Hubbard Eastman, Noyeslsm Unveiled: a History of the
Sect self-styled Perfectionists; with a Summary View of their
Leading Doctrines (1849). A good and Informing book. William
Hepworth Dixon, New America (4th ed. 1857), vol II. pp. 208-282;
Spiritual Wives (1868), vol. II. pp. 292 fr. Brilliant and Informing,
but sensational and so far Inexact. Goldwin Smith, Essays on
Questions of the Day, Political and Social (2d ed. 1894), pp. 361384; .. The Oneida Community and American SoCialism," reprinted
from The Canadian Monthly of Nov. 1874. Charles Nordhoff, The
Communistic Socletles of the United States, etc. (1876), pp. 257301. Good account: a BlbUography, pp. 428-429. William Alfred
Hinds, American Communities (1878), pp. 117-140; superseded by
revised edition enlarged (1902), pp. 144-213. Hinds was a member of the Oneida Community from an early date and writes from
its standpoint. The account In the first edition Is negligible; that
In the second Is good and Informing. Allan Estiake, The Oneida
Community. A Record of an Attempt to carry out the Principles
of Christian Unselfishness and Scientific Race-Improvement (1900).
'Estlake, like Hinds, was a member of the Community and writes
from Its standpoint; but his work Is Indeftnltely le88 valuable than
Hinds's. Frederick A. Bisbee, .. Communistic Societies in the United
States," In the Political Science Quarterly for December, 1906. The
brief biographical notices of Noyes In Appleton's Cyclopaedia of
American Biography, vol. Iv. p. 643, and The American Cyclopledia
of American Biography, vol. xi. p. 238, give an outline of his personal career: there are good brief accounts of tbe Community In
the New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowledge, vol.
1. p. 188 (by W. H. Larrabee), and Hastings's Encyclopledla of
Religion and Ethics, vol. III. pp. 786 f. (by R. Bruce Taylor). See
also Otto Z!!ckler, in Herzog-Hauck, vol. xv. p. 130; and W. Kllhler
In Schiele und Zscharnack, vol. Iv. p. 1366.

